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Abstract

Tabletop games and digital games offer designers divergent affordances and provide players with different kinds of pleasures. Tabletop games excel at creating rich and immediate social interactions. They require players to enact game mechanics themselves resulting in powerful internalization of a game's dynamics. Digital games, on the other hand, can perform complex simulations to let users interact with emergent systems. Where tabletop games require painstaking reading of convoluted written rules, digital games teach their rules through interactive play. They track and adapt dynamically to player actions to ensure competitiveness. And they can connect to the net, allowing remote play, constantly updated content, and even the dynamic integration of real world data. This thesis explores the novel game mechanics and play patterns made possible by including digital devices in a traditional tabletop game setting. It presents a new framework for designing hybrid digital-physical tabletop games based on four areas of focus in which existing digital and tabletop game design practices currently come into conflict: player perception of randomness, the cost of simulation, methods for employing hidden information, and the role of bookkeeping. To illustrate this framework, this thesis describes the design for a novel digital-physical hybrid game called “Sneak”. Sneak is a tabletop stealth game for 2-4 players about deception, evasion, and social intuition. Sneak’s development, playtesting process, and design decisions are used as a test case for validating the described design framework.
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1. Introduction

In December 1961, Steve Russell, a computer scientist in MIT’s Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, started work on a new program to demonstrate the graphical capabilities of the lab’s PDP-1. The project started from an idea Russell and his peers had been kicking around for a few months, but the MIT hackers had just received a tape with some new sine and cosine routines from DEC, their computer’s manufacturer, that would finally make this idea practical.

Russell had received the nickname “Slug” by his peers for his slow speed at programming. The coding work took about 200 hours and the program went live in April.

The program Russell created was called “Spacewar!” and it was the first graphical video game of any substance.¹ Spacewar was a local multiplayer game. Each player controlled a spaceship, originally using the computer’s front-panel test switches before the engineers built custom-purpose controllers. The spaceships maneuvered around a star firing missiles in an attempt to destroy each other (Fig. 1-1).

The game quickly became a phenomenon around the MIT computer science lab. It spawned endless variants and ports to other computer systems at universities and corporations around the world. It was eventually canonized in Stewart Brand’s famous Rolling Stone article, “Spacewar: Fanatic Life and Symbolic Death Among the Computer Bums”.²

Spacewar (and the other pioneering video games of that time) represented the beginning of a deep fissure in the field of game design. Before Spacewar all parlor games were what we now call tabletop games: games played with cards, dice, cardboard chits, miniature figures, and

other physical pieces played by groups of people sitting around tables. Spacewar inaugurated a new field of digital games, which has, over the intervening 50 years dramatically diverged from its analog predecessors.

It is telling that Spacewar did not begin life as an attempt to translate an existing tabletop game into a digital format. Instead, it started as a benchmark for the graphical and computing capacities of its host platform. And it immediately did things which are rare or downright impossible in tabletop games: simulating the gravity of a star, responding in realtime to the input of multiple players, etc. Even in that nascent form at CSAIL, Spacewar created a social environment quite different from that associated with existing parlor games: “Four intense hours, much frenzy and skilled concerted action, a 15-ring circus in ten different directions, the most bzz-bzz-bzz-buzzy scene I've been around since Merry Prankster Acid Tests,” as Stewart Brand described it. In the 40 years since Brand wrote that, video games have grown into a $100 billion worldwide entertainment industry.¹ Simultaneously, they have developed a rich design language of their own including a number of diverse genres providing a variety of different play experiences.

In the last decade or so, tabletop games have also undergone a commercial and creative renaissance. The New German Board Game movement has produced a number of globally successful games including The Settlers of Catan², which has sold 25 million copies³, more than any board game since Monopoly (1933)⁴ or Risk (1957).⁵

These two divergent game formats offer designers dramatically different affordances and excel at creating different kinds of social interaction. From Spacewar to SimCity⁶, digital games are incredible platforms for simulation, offering players the chance to interact with complex procedural models of real world systems. They also create rich real time interactions giving

---

² The Settles of Catan, Klaus Teuber. 999 Games. 1995.
⁴ Monopoly, Elizabeth Magie and Charles Darrow. Parker Brothers. 1933.
⁵ Risk, Albert Lamorisse. Parker Brothers. 1957.
players a visceral experience of master of virtual worlds.\textsuperscript{1} They can adapt to player behaviors to create smooth learning curves and balanced competitive environments.

Tabletop games, on the other hand, offer immediate interpersonal interactions and diverse patterns of social interaction. Their modest production costs means they can be created by small groups, iterated rapidly, and distributed cheaply. This has resulted in a shockingly diverse body of games that cover a broad variety of themes and are widely available to a large number of people.

With the rise of portable digital devices, the possibility arrived to combining these two game formats into a new type of hybrid digital-physical tabletop game. Such a game could incorporate the best of both of these two divergent formats, including the systems complexity of digital games and the rich social interaction of tabletop games. It could start to bridge the divide that began back in 1962 when Spacewar lit up its first CRT display.

1.1 Prior Work

This great promise of hybrid digital-physical tabletop games has drawn a number of researchers and there is already a significant pre-existing literature on their design. However, nearly all of this literature focuses on the interface between physical game pieces and the digital platform. This work has explored a wide variety of techniques for integrating physical game pieces with digital tabletop displays. These range from an array of infrared sensors to detect game pieces\textsuperscript{2} to simultaneous multi-touch input from multiple players\textsuperscript{3} to including RFID tags in game pieces\textsuperscript{4} to computer vision and microphone processing.\textsuperscript{5}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} Steve Swink, Game Feel: A Game Designer's Guide to Virtual Sensation. Morgan Kaufmann. 2008.
\end{itemize}
There are also a number of examples of existing commercial projects that use related techniques. Animal Planet: Wildlands by Nukotoys\(^1\) provides physical cards embedded with conductive traces designed to extend the users touch to interact with the capacitive screens of iPads in order to detect and identify cards. The upcoming World of Yo-Ho by Volumique\(^2\) users the accelerometers of a smartphone to track device position on top of a game board.

All of this work focuses on techniques for getting the state of the physical components into the digital system and displaying digital information back to the players rather than on the design of the novel possibilities for game systems in hybrid digital-physical games. Further, many of these systems focus on precisely reproducing existing play patterns from tabletop games in these new hybrid environments. Wallace et al\(^3\) showed a specific example of converting the game Pandemic into a digital from in order to simplifying its user interface.

Some examples of novel game systems do exist in hybrid digital-physical games that make good precedents for the work undertaken here. For example, RealTimeChess\(^4\) presents a novel real time variant of chess enabled by a touchscreen interface. An even better example is Spaceteam\(^5\), a smartphone game played by a series of in-person players over a local network. Players must collaborate to share asymmetrically distributed information under time pressure by shouting at each other. Further, XCOM: The Board Game\(^6\) incorporates a tablet app as a kind of game master to drive and organize the players’ real time collaborative decision making.

---


6 XCOM: The Board Game, Eric Lang. Fantasy Flight. 2015
1.2 Contribution

In their landmark paper, “Build It to Understand It: Ludology Meets Narratology in Game Design Space,” Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern argue that game design is a “wicked problem” in the sense first coined by Rittel and Weber. Wicked problems have no definitive problem statement, they lack a stopping rule, each variation of the problem is unique, and there is no ultimate test by which to judge a solution. In response to the wicked problem of game design, Mateas and Stern propose “a simultaneous process of research and artmaking” as a probe to improve understanding of open questions in the field. They suggest a process including the creation of new games along with careful playtesting to study the effects those games have on players. They specifically identify this approach as being most necessary when exploring new areas of game design (in their case, interactive dramas): “As a wicked problem, only by actually trying to build an interactive drama could we have ever identified this design region.”

This is exactly the approach I have taken in this thesis. This thesis contributes to the emerging field of hybrid tabletop game design in two ways. First, I present the design for a novel hybrid digital-physical tabletop game called “Sneak”. The game demonstrates a new play pattern for integrating digital devices into a tabletop game environment in a way that focuses on the new game systems made possible rather than the interaction between physical components and digital devices. More specifically, it explores the new relationships these hybrid games can create both amongst players and between players and the game’s digital systems.

In addition to this game, I present a new framework for designing hybrid tabletop games. This framework emerged out of the design challenges I discovered doing in preliminary work in this area. The framework presents four areas of game design in which tabletop and digital games diverge: The Perception of Randomness, The Cost of Simulation, The Use of Hidden Information, and The Role of Bookkeeping. It uses the design of Sneak and the lessons learned from the game’s playtesting to explore how the design space of hybrid tabletop games diverges from traditional tabletop and digital games with regards to these questions.

---


2. Sneak: A Hybrid Digital-Physical Game About Deception, Stealth, and Social Intuition

In this section, I present “Sneak”, the game I designed and implemented as a test case for my design framework. The current Sneak prototype was created through regular playtesting between January and May, 2015. The game consists of a digital app, a set of physical pieces, and a modular board.

After summarizing the game’s premise and gameplay, I will provide a detailed description of its mechanics including setup, turn phases, and victory conditions. I will also describe some of the dynamics that have emerged between players during playtesting sessions. Finally, I will describe the game’s technical implementation.

This summary is meant to provide a basis for the reader to understand the discussion of my design framework in the following chapters. While Sneak’s rules and play experience will be described in some detail, discussion of the underlying design decisions will largely be held for those later chapters where they can be put in the context of that framework.

2.1 Overview

Sneak is a hybrid digital tabletop game for 2-4 players about deception, stealth, and social intuition. Each player secretly controls one agent in a procedurally-generated super villain lair. Their mission is to find the secret plans and escape without getting discovered, shot, or poisoned by another player. To accomplish this players must interact and blend in with a series of computer-controlled henchmen while keeping a close eye on their human opponents for any social cues that might reveal their identity.

Players submit their moves through a digital app in order to keep their secret identities private. The app computes the behavior of the non-human henchmen and instructs the players in how to move all of the pieces around the board. Whenever two characters land on the same square, they share their information about who possess the secret plans. This information spreads amongst the human- and computer-controlled characters until one or more human players discovers the identity of the character with the plans. If a player can navigate onto the same square as the character with the plans they will then take possession of the plans. If they can subsequently make it to the “Exit” square safely they win the game.
Players can also win the game by identifying and killing their opponents. Four guns are placed around the board. A player who arrives at a square with a gun can choose to kill any character on the board. If the shot character belongs to a player then they are eliminated from the game. Shooting a gun reveals the character firing the gun as being controlled by a player. Players also each begin the game with one dose of poison. During any turn on which their character occupies the same square as another character, a player can decide to poison that other character. The poisoned character will die after a randomly determined number of subsequent turns. Unlike shooting, poisoning a character does not reveal the killer’s identity. Dead characters no longer move or share their information, but their corpses can still be rifled for items (such as the secret plans). If only one player-controlled character remains alive that player is declared the winner.

2.2 Setup

Players begin the game using the digital app. On the app’s starting screen they are presented with a “Mission Briefing” that introduces the premise of the game. They can select the number of players who will be participating and then tap to begin the game (Fig. 2-1).

On the following screen players are presented with a blueprint describing the board layout generated for this specific game (Fig. 2-3). The players follow this blueprint to set up the physical board. Modular wall and door pieces can be snapped into the board’s base in order to match the layout shown in the blueprint (Fig. 2-2).

This screen also provides players with the starting positions of all 10 of the game’s characters as well as the four guns and the exit. The board is labeled with letters for columns and numbers for rows similar to a chess board. Players place each of the miniature figures on
In addition to their colors, characters are each referred to by a military rank. This rank is used to determine who picks up an item when multiple characters arrive at the same square simultaneously (more about this below in the Turn Phases section when we discuss gun pickup). This setup screen presents the players with the order of the ranks as well as an explanation of their use.

2.3 Turn Phases

After the players have set up the board play begins. Each turn of the game consists of three phases: action selection, move resolution, and information review.
The first phase of each turn is action selection. During this phase, each player is presented with an interface for selecting their character’s next action (Fig. 2-5). Depending on the context three different types of actions are available to players: movement, shooting, and poisoning.

On most turns, players can choose to move their character one square in any of the cardinal directions or hold at their square (more about the exceptions shortly). Their move options are limited by the layout of the board since characters cannot move through walls. Each player sits on one of the four sides of the board and so views the board from a different orientation. The move input buttons are arranged to match this view and the board includes a compass rose on each side to help players orient themselves (Fig. 2-7).

Beyond movement, this input screen also allows players to shoot and poison other characters when game conditions permit.

If a player lands on a square containing a gun they are presented with the shooting interface instead of the movement interface. In the shooting interface players can select whether to drop the gun or fire it. If they choose to fire they can then pick the character they’d like to target. Their target will be killed this turn and their death revealed in the resolution phase. Each gun on the board can only be used once and is removed from the board after being fired.
If players choose to drop the gun instead of firing they hold still on their current square until the next round. Non-player characters (NPCs) who land on a gun square also pick up guns and hold for a turn, but do not fire.

If a player finds themselves on the same square as another character, they can select to secretly poison that character. The poisoned character will then die after a randomly determined number of turns. Each player can only poison one character in the course of any game. The poison interface shows up on the same screen as the move input interface when one or more characters are present on the same square as the current player and the player has not yet used their poison. When players poison a character they also hold instead of moving for that turn.

After all of the players have submitted their actions for the turn, the game enters the move resolution phase. The app presents the players with one move instruction for each character (Fig. 2-6). Move instructions are given in cardinal directions and characters who pick up guns are noted. In addition to the move instruction text, the app generates spoken audio instructions so that the players can move the characters without needing to look back-and-forth between the device and the board.

---

1 Between two and five turns in the current prototype as of this writing, though this value may be tuned through further playtesting.

2 See https://vimeo.com/124847236 for documentation of the audio instructions.
If any characters have been killed this turn, either by shooting or poison, that is also revealed at this point. When a character is shot the player-controlled character who fired the gun is also disclosed.\textsuperscript{1} If a player has won the game by killing their last surviving opponent the app declares that victory here.

The players follow the instructions to move all of the characters to their new positions. The characters controlled by the players move according to the directions submitted by the players. The NPCs move according to pathfinding and destination selection algorithms implemented in the app’s software (see later chapters on The Perception of Randomness and The Cost of Simulation below for a thorough discussion of these algorithms).

Once all characters have arrived at their new squares on the board, the players tap to move onto the information review phase. This phase relates to one of the game’s two victory conditions: finding and escaping with the secret plans. At the start of the game one NPC is randomly assigned the plans. Whenever two characters arrive at the same square they engage

\textsuperscript{1} The player controlling the character who fired is not revealed by the app. Obviously in a two player game the identity of the shooter will be immediately known, but in three or four player games the ambiguity remains and interesting dynamics can result.
in a dialog during which knowledge is transferred between them. Through these dialogs each character learns everything their dialog partner knew about the possession of the plans: whether or not they themselves have them as well as which other characters they previously encountered and whether or not those characters had the plans. While the game starts with each character only knowing about their own possession of the plans (or lack thereof) information propagates quickly as dialogs occur.

The information review phase of each turn begins by summarizing all of the current dialogs occurring on the board. A dialog occurs between any two characters who are on the same square. If more than two characters are on the same square a dialog occurs between each possible pair of characters.

Next, each player is presented with a screen showing their dialogs for the round as well as a summary of their current knowledge about which characters may have the plans (Fig. 2-8).¹ This screen also reminds the player of whether or not they currently have a gun, a dose of poison, or the plans in their possession.

¹ As you can see in Fig. 2-8, characters that are known not to have the plans are marked with an ‘x’. Not shown here, characters that have been reported to have the plans are circled.
Once all players have seen their information review screen, the turn is over and the next turn begins at the action input phase.

For the action input and information review phases it is important that each player see the game interface in secret. If other players saw these screens they would find out the player’s character identity or learn private information about the location of the secret plans. While Sneak may eventually be played using multiple mobile devices. The current prototype uses a single device which is passed back-and-forth between the players. Hence, between each player’s private interface screen, the game presents a “pass screen” (Fig. 2-4). This pass screen returns the app to a neutral state that does not reveal any private information as well as telling the players who should receive the device next.

After the device has been passed to the next player, the player who received it taps the “done” button to visit the appropriate private interface.

2.4 Victory Conditions

As mentioned in the overview, there are two ways for players to win at Sneak. They can find the secret plans and escape to the exit or they can identify and kill all of the other players. Players pursue this first objective by participating in dialogs with other characters in order to discover who has the plans. They pursue the second objective by watching the behavior of their fellow players (both the social cues they emit around the board as well as the quality of their moves on the board).

When the game begins one of the NPCs is randomly assigned possession of the plans. As the game progresses knowledge about which character has the plans spreads to the other NPCs and to the players through dialogs. Players identify characters that might have the plans and attempt to intersect with them. Eventually, one of the players successfully finds the plans-holder and takes possession of them from him. If that player can then reach the exit square before they are killed by any of the other players, they win the game.

Players can identify human-controlled characters in two ways. First, they can observe the movement of characters on the board and notice behavior that stands out from the algorithmic

---

1 In addition to aiding prototyping, this single device mode has a number of inherent advantages. It does not require a network connection and, most importantly, it means that players not currently moving can keep their focus on the other players rather than being distracted by other apps on their mobile device.
movement patterns of the other characters. As will be discussed extensively in later chapters, NPCs move according to a series of algorithms for selecting destinations, navigating around the map, and even balancing the competitiveness of the game. Attentive players will gradually learn to understand these behaviors and be able to detect character movements that don’t conform to their logic. Such movements can reveal that a particular character is controlled by a player and lead a competitor to shoot or poison them.

Secondly, players can determine the identity of their competitors through social cues. Players watch each other input moves, react to character movement, and receive information. They also talk about the game while it progresses. All of these interactions yield subtle hints that players use to form theories about which of their opponents control which characters.¹ And, of course, far more obvious hints occur when players shoot characters revealing their identity.

During the course of the design process I also experimented with two additional game mechanics designed to aid player identification. Neither of these have yet made it into the current prototype though for different reasons in both cases. These are Spoken Dialogs and Character Bugs. I will discuss both of these mechanics extensively (particularly why the first was excluded despite being prototyped and the second should be a high priority for future design work) in the chapter on The Role of Bookkeeping.

2.5 Game Dynamics

In order to give the reader a more complete picture of Sneak this section describes the dynamics that emerge during a typical game.

The term “dynamic” is used here in the sense defined by Hunicke, Le Blanc, and Zubek in their landmark paper “MDA: A Formal Approach to Game Design and Game Research”.² The MDA framework divides game design into three components: mechanics, aesthetics, and dynamics. Mechanics describes the “particular components of the game”: the rules, data, and algorithms, on which we have thus far focused in our discussion of Sneak. Aesthetics describes

¹ This was a common experience reported during playtesting. See Appendix A containing my playtesting notes for a number of examples.

the “desirable emotional responses evoked in the player” during play, which will be the focus of much of the following three chapters. Dynamics “describes the run-time behavior of the mechanics acting on player inputs and each others’ outputs over time.” A game’s dynamics emerge from the strategies concocted by players and the way players interact with each other and with games systems in order to pursue these strategies.

Sneak is a competitive game. It pits the players against each other in a winner-takes-all format. Hence, its dynamics center on the strategies players use to defeat each other. In order to illustrate these dynamics I’ll describe a specific games that occurred during playtesting.\(^1\)

The game was held on March 9, 2015. Its participants were two volunteer MIT undergraduates. For the first few turns, both players moved their characters around the board attempting to encounter as many other characters as possible. After turn eight, one of the players became convinced that he had figured out the other player’s identity. “Oh, you’re orange!”, he announced after a movement phase. He proceeded to move his character onto a gun and shoot the orange character. But in the movement phase the game revealed that orange had been an NPC. The second player was, in fact, controlling the white character and had already acquired the plans and was only a few squares from the exit. Player two was able to move the few squares left to the exit to win before player one could come close to reaching a second gun to fire again. The play session took about 20 minutes.

In a post-game interview, player one explained that he’d narrowed down player one’s identity to two candidates based on the way characters moved on the board. He didn’t think a player would move towards the edge of the board and stay still for long. He assumed that the other player would employee a strategy similar to his own of attempting to engage in as many dialogs as possible with other characters in order to gain information. Once a sufficient number of turns had passed and he had failed to discover which character had the plans, he became nervous that the other player might be near victory. Hence, he decided to shoot one of his suspects despite not being positive of his deduction.

This game illustrates the “three act” structure that generally characterizes the dynamics of a game of sneak. At the start of the game, neither player has any information about either the plans or their opponents’ identity. They spend the first turns attempting to engage in as many dialogs as possible in order to find the location of the plans.

After five to 10 turns have passed, the second act begins. By this point, at least one of the players knows which NPC has the plans and sometimes one of the players has even acquired

---

\(^1\) For detailed playtesting notes, see Appendix A.
the plans. Players who do not know the location of the plans begin to become nervous that they are falling behind. Both players have developed suspicions about their opponent’s identity, often narrowing the field down to two or three suspects.

At this point the game enters its final act. If a player has the plans, they attempt to subtly make their way towards the exit. If one or more players has identified the NPC carrying the plans, they each race to chase that NPC down. Players who have not discovered the location of the plans try to narrow down their suspects and start to think about taking a shot at them. The game resolves when one player reaches the exit with the plans or by an exchange of gun fire.

2.6 Technical Implementation

The current Sneak prototype contains extensive software and hardware components. The software was implemented using web technologies for speed of development, flexibility, and availability on a range of mobile devices. The hardware was created using laser cut components for the board base, modular walls, and gun and exit tokens. The character pieces were created using modified O-scale model train figures. In this section, I’ll discuss the specifics of each of these components as they stand in the current prototype.

Sneak’s current software\(^1\) is a client-side web application implemented using the Ember.js javascript framework.\(^2\) The game logic is implemented in a series of plain javascript objects representing entities such as players, characters, maps, and the state of the current game (Fig. 2-9). These objects are responsible for maintaining character and game state as well as map generation and pathfinding algorithms. Both pathfinding and map generation use a simple adjacency graph for the squares. Pathfinding is accomplished using depth-first search over this graph.

The flow of the game’s interface is implemented in a pair of state machines managing turn phase and player turns (GameManager and PassManager). The HTML and CSS are constructed in a series of views using Handlebar templates\(^3\) per the Ember.js framework.

---

\(^1\) All of Sneak’s software is available in this git repository: https://github.com/atduskgreg/sneakgame

\(^2\) http://emberjs.com/

\(^3\) http://handlebarsjs.com/
FIG 2-11 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CURRENT PROTOTYPE. ALL PORTIONS OF THE APPLICATIONS ARE IMPLEMENTED IN CLIENT-SIDE JAVASCRIPT.
The game includes a blueprint-style display of each game’s procedurally generated map. This is accomplished using the p5.js javascript framework. This framework acts as an abstraction above browser canvas APIs. The small javascript application written in it receives the Map data structure representing the layout of the current game and uses that to display a blueprint-style map (Fig 2-3.).

Finally, the game uses the Howler.js library for cross-browser HTML 5 audio playback. Howler is integrated in two different places in the application. The GameManager uses it to play music and background ambience during appropriate phases of the game. The InstructionPlayer uses it to play spoken audio versions of move instruction. In the latter case, textual versions of these instructions are parsed out of the DOM and sequences of audio recordings are assembled into complete instructions for each player. This limits the number of audio files that are necessary for the game and reduces page load times and audio buffering.

The chief technical challenge for Sneak’s hardware is to provide a physical board with modular wall pieces that can be easily and quickly assembled by the players at the start of each game to match the blueprint outputted by the procedural map generation algorithm. After experimenting with a number of different approaches (see the chapter on The Materialization of Theme for a discussion of these alternatives) I arrived at a system that uses laser cut plexiglass to create wall and door pieces that snap fit into a grid of holes in a base (Fig. 2-13 and Fig. 2-14).

This method was selected after analysis of the distribution of walls and corners on a typical board generated by the map creation algorithm (Fig. 2-12). That analysis showed that squares without walls dramatically outnumbered those that had one or more walls. Thus, any physical

\[ \text{FIG 2-12 AVERAGE PIECE USAGE COUNT FOR EACH SQUARE CALCULATED OVER 50 SIMULATED GAMES.} \]

---

1 [http://p5js.org/](http://p5js.org/)

2 [https://github.com/goldfire/howler.js/](https://github.com/goldfire/howler.js/)

3 Individual audio segments were recorded for each different color character moving and holding. The cardinal directions were recorded separately. The two appropriate pieces are then assembled by the InstructionPlayer as needed.
FIG 2-13 WALL AND DOOR PIECE DESIGN FOR LASERCUT WITH SNAP FIT FEET. BOTH DOOR AND WALL PIECES COME IN TWO DIFFERENT WIDTHS TO ALLOW FOR INTERSECTIONS AT CORNERS.

FIG 2-14 DESIGN FOR BOARD BASE. INCLUDES LASER CUT HOLES TO RECEIVE SNAP FIT FEET AS WELL AS COMPASS ROSES AND ROW AND COLUMN LABELS WITH INVERTED TEXT TO BE ETCHED ON THE UNDERSIDE OF THE BOARD.
design that required placing pieces on these empty squares would increase player setup time dramatically. After this analysis, I quickly settled on the snap fit design described here which required no pieces to be used on empty squares and hence minimized the number of pieces needed to set up any given board while still providing the desired aesthetic.

To implement this approach I designed a foot mechanism that allows each vertical piece to snap fit into a pair of adjacent holes in the base. Each foot contains a small cut and a round gap to allow the foot to flex enough to snap into place (Fig. 2-13). The current dimensions of this foot mechanism were determined through extensive trial and error to find measurements that produced a firm fit without breaking the plexi during insertion or being too difficult for players to insert or remove.

I cut the wall and door pieces out of clear 1/8” plexi and the base out of clear 1/4” plexi. In order to deal with corners, I provided two variations of both the door and wall pieces. The standard pieces are 2” wide to match the base grid. The second set of pieces are 1.895” wide in order to allow for the thickness of the plexi where pieces abut (Fig. 2-13).

In addition to holes cut to receive the wall and door pieces, the base also includes four compass roses, one on each side of the board for each of the four potential players, as well as row and column labels (Fig. 2-14). The text for these was oriented to face each respective player and inverted so it could be etched on the underside of the base’s clear plexi.

For the character figures, I repurposed O-scale model train figures. I needed figures in 10 different colors to match the colors used in the software, so I selected and repainted existing figures to match (Fig. 2-15). I also laser cut clear plastic bases and painted them with the matching color for each figure.

Finally the gun and exit tokens (Fig. 2-9 and Fig. 2-10) were also cut and etched out of plexi with the gun icon being painted on the inverse side to make it more visible.

FIG. 2-15 CHARACTER FIGURES REPURPOSED AND REPAINTED FROM O-SCALE MODEL TRAIN FIGURES.
3. The Four Questions: A Framework for Hybrid Tabletop Game Design

My preliminary investigations into the field of hybrid tabletop games began in the summer of 2014 with a collaboration with board game designer Rael Dornfest. Over the course of a two week prototyping session we designed Heroes and Villains, a collaborative two-player real time press your luck game with a superhero theme (Fig. 1).

During this prototyping session, a series of tensions between the methods and goals of traditional tabletop and video game design repeatedly emerged. After analyzing these tensions and making a number of additional prototypes, I came up with a design framework based on four key areas in which the design languages of digital and tabletop games come into conflict when designing a hybrid digital-physical game.

These areas are: the perception of randomness, the cost of simulation, the use of hidden information, and the role of bookkeeping. In each of these areas, the cognitive limitations of players, their in-built biases, and the affordances of digital systems and physical components intersect to create a series of challenges and opportunities for designers of digital tabletop games.

In the following four chapters I explore these questions. In each chapter I begin with a discussion of the different ways these game design elements work in traditional tabletop and digital games. Then I describe the possibility space they present for hybrid games and communicate what I learned about each of these questions in designing and playtesting Sneak.
4. The Perception of Randomness

The vast majority of games integrate randomness in one form or another. From dice rolls to shuffled decks of cards to spinning wheels, luck has been part of play since our earliest games.\footnote{Kevin Slavin, “Debunking Luck”, Pop Tech 2013. \url{https://vimeo.com/78829799}} Use of randomness ranges from the simple — take Monopoly\footnote{Monopoly, Elizabeth Magie and Charles Darrow. Parker Brothers. 1933} where a player’s movement is entirely determined by a series of die rolls — to the extremely complex (think of Dungeons and Dragons’s\footnote{Dungeons & Dragons, Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson. TSR. 1974} use of sophisticated rolls with multiple dice to model the likelihood of uncertain events).

Considering solely the odds of their outcome, there is no appreciable difference between rolling a six-sided die and generating a random number in the same range through software. However, from the player’s perspective, these events feel extremely different, particularly with regard to where they place the blame or credit for the effect of the random number on the result of the game. In games requiring the rolling of physical dice it is impossible for players not to attribute agency to the player who actually rolls the die.

For example, this is the central basis of the design of the common casino game, Craps. In Craps, a single “shooter” conducts a sequence of rolls with a pair of dice while other players bet on the outcome. Even though individual shooters do not influence the result of the roll, players cannot help but blame each other for the outcomes of their rolls, attributing skill or hot streaks to a particular shooter.

On the other hand when the random number is generated by a computer, players attribute it to the systems or characters portrayed by the game rather than their own actions. For example, in the Medieval dynasty simulation game Crusader Kings II,\footnote{Crusader Kings II, Henrik Fåhraeus. Paradox Interactive. 2012} the heritable characteristics of a player’s children are determined partially by random number generation and players perceive them as the result of fate or genetics rather than their own actions.

These differences in the perception of randomness make the choice of mechanics for random number generation within a digital tabletop game highly expressive, allowing a designer to encourage players to blame or credit themselves for results of some numbers and feel that others are imposed on them by the game’s world, characters, or events.
A hybrid digital-physical game finds itself in an interesting position in relation to this issue. Nearly all of the mechanics for generating random numbers in tabletop games rely on players manipulating physical tokens in some way: drawing a card from a shuffled deck, rolling dice, spinning a wheel, flipping a coin, etc. A hybrid game that uses such physical random number generators is presented with the problem of synchronization: physically-generated random numbers must be communicated to the digital app in some way.

Such a game could use some technological fix in order to transmit the random number to the app. For example, “Dice+” is a bluetooth dice product specifically designed to transmit the result of dice rolls to tablet and smartphone games. Computer vision-based approaches for detecting play cards have also been demonstrated, for example by Martins, Reis, and Teófilo. Unfortunately, such fixes are expensive and constraining. Bluetooth dice currently cost upwards of 40 dollars as opposed to 10 cents for the conventional version. Computer vision solutions depend on adequate lighting, a clean background, and high quality cameras, materials that may not all always be available in every play context and can make for rigid play setups even when available.

Another potential alternative beyond automatic sensing of dice and cards is to require players to enter card and dice results into the application through some kind of interface. This is the approach taken by pioneering hybrid digital-physical board game “XCOM: The Board Game”. The significant downside of this approach is the duplication of bookkeeping effort required. Random numbers must be generated using cards or dice rolls and then separately entered into the device. This problem will be discussed extensively in the chapter on The Role of Bookkeeping.

The final and simplest option is to provide an on-screen interface which players publicly and explicitly tap in order to receive a random number. This can be thought of as the skeuomorphic solution, designing a digital interface to reproduce in detail the workings of its physical
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1 [http://dicepl.us/](http://dicepl.us/)


3 For example Osmo is a computer vision-based play platform for tablets. It relies on the tablet standing upright in supporting hardware on a stable surface so that its mirror mechanism can point the tablet’s camera at the compatible play pieces. [https://www.playosmo.com](https://www.playosmo.com)

analogue.\textsuperscript{1} This approach may be the most promising of the three listed here. It is one I used in a prototype game in the early phases of this research.\textsuperscript{2}

Sneak uses none of these approaches. It uses randomness more like a video game than a traditional tabletop game. There are two reasons for this result. First, as explained in the introduction, one of Sneak’s chief design goals was to create a game that retained the social dynamics of a tabletop game but used its digital technology to include as many mechanics as possible that were wholly novel to tabletop games. Given that the technique for user-generated randomness I found most viable reproduces existing board game mechanics quite closely, I chose to pursue video game-style use of randomness in order to maximize the possibility of finding novel mechanics.

The second factor was that stealth and deception turned out to be core to Sneak’s gameplay. As the game developed, this emphasis arose naturally from the intersection of the game’s mechanics and theme as well as the overall project goal of finding novel social interactions and play patterns enabled by this new play environment.

Designing for stealth and deception naturally lead to a format where players receive information and make decisions in secret. Perusing the catalog of tabletop games listed above that make players feel responsible for random number generation (Craps, D&D, Monopoly) it quickly becomes clear that the public performance of these dice rolls and card draws is key to these games’ effects. It is the hope of the gamblers around the Craps table or the other members of the D&D party that forces on players a sense of ownership for the outcome of their dice roll. This kind of peer pressure is incompatible with the asymmetries of information necessary for stealth- and deception-driven games like Sneak. (Further, it may be incompatible with competitive games more generally. It is striking that the most prominent examples of this kind of “dice psychology” arise in collaborative games.)

Hence, Sneak is a tabletop game that uses random number generation in ways more analogous to a video game: to produce procedurally-generated content, to guide AI behavior, and to balance chances of victory between the players. Crucially, however, player perception of randomness in Sneak does not simply collapse into being identical to what would be found in a

\textsuperscript{1} Once you add tap-for-random number to a game mechanics, it is never long until you start reaching for a design and animation vocabulary to sweeten that experience. Even a cursory glance at the large number of gambling games on both Apple and Google’s mobile app stores shows that the near ubiquitous solution to this problem is to show virtual dice or shuffling cards.

\textsuperscript{2} Heroes and Villains, Greg Borenstein and Rael Dornfest. Unpublished prototype. 2014 \url{http://gregborenstein.com/games/heroes_and_villains/}
video game. Because of the game's hybrid format players perceive the components of the game which employ randomness in a wholly new way.

In this chapter, I divide consideration of Sneak's use of randomness into two sections. First, I examine how Sneak uses randomness to shape the environment in which players compete in the game. This section includes a discussion of Sneak's procedural map generation, item placement algorithms, and NPC pathfinding systems with an eye towards how they affect player cognitive load, strategy formation, re-playability, and game balancing. Secondly, I will examine how random elements interact with the game's theme to produce player stories that explain and make vivid randomly produced outcomes.

4.1 Procedural Playfields

There were three goals for Sneak's map generation algorithm: to provide variety between games, to make it easier for players to emulate NPC movement, and to add perceived narrative to character movements. In this section, I'll describe the algorithms that implement procedural map generation and NPC pathfinding and then I'll discuss their effects on players and how they interact with the tabletop context to produce these effects.¹

It is worth noting that Sneak's approach in this area builds on recent developments in analog board games. the New German Board Game movement has produced a number of tabletop games with procedural elements. For example, in The Settlers of
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¹ I discuss these two techniques together because the former is not possible without the latter. In the absence of pathfinding algorithms that can navigate around walls, NPCs would not be able to function on a board that had them.
FIG 4-2 EXAMPLE OUTPUT FROM THE PROCEDURAL MAP GENERATION SYSTEM.
Catan¹, players construct the board at the start of each game by arranging a series of hexagonal tiles. The arrangement of tiles yields a different distribution of resources in the game, varying level of difficulty and type of game. Betrayal at House on the Hill² presents an even more interesting case. In this haunted house exploration game, every time players pass through a door to enter a new room, they draw a tile from a shuffled stack to represent the new room. This design seems inspired by the many video games such as The Legend of Zelda³ in which players explore an unknown map which is gradually revealed as they visit each area. The mutual influence of video games and tabletop games is one of the key factors of the current game design environment in which hybrid digital tabletop games are emerging.

Sneak’s map is a 9-by-9 grid that is divided into indoor and outdoor squares. Indoor and outdoor squares are separated by walls except for a few places in which they are connected by doors (Fig 4-1). Characters can move between any adjacent squares in all orthogonal and diagonal directions unless a wall separates them. All outdoor and indoor areas are connected by doors. Hence it is always possible to navigate from any square on the board to every other.

Sneak’s map generation system is based on the idea of “rooms”. It implements a reductive simplification of real buildings as a series of large open areas (“rooms”), which are connected by narrow paths (“hallways”). This approach was chosen because of the variety of board layouts it produces. As you can see in Fig. 4-2, this approach produces board layouts that range from simple and compact (the board in the bottom left) to strongly vertically (bottom right) or horizontally oriented (second from top at left) to complex and sprawling (the two rightmost boards in the top and third rows). Further, its
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¹ The Settles of Catan, Klaus Teuber. 999 Games. 1995.
² Betrayal at House on the Hill, Rob Daviau, Bruce Glassco, Bill McQuillan, Mike Selinker, and Teeuwynn Woodruff. Avalon Hill. 2004.
results are legible as plausible building layouts.

This system is implemented in two passes. The first pass separates the board into indoor and outdoor areas (see Fig. 4-4 for a formal presentation of this algorithm). It starts by randomly selecting three squares to act as the centers of rooms. These squares, and the eight immediately surrounding them, are marked as being indoors. Importantly, these rooms are allowed to overlap and seeds are allowed to be placed at board edges, increasing the variation of both room shape and overall number of indoor squares generated on each map. Finally all of these rooms are connected by hallways, which are single width paths of indoor squares that turn at right angles. Any square not included in a room or hallway is considered to be outdoors.

Mark all squares on the board as outdoors.
Select three random squares on the board.
For each selected square (S1):
  Mark S1 as indoors.
  Mark S1’s neighbors as indoors.
  For each of the other two selected squares (Sn):
    Starting at S1
    Move horizontally to Sn’s column marking each traversed square indoors.
    Continue vertically to Sn’s row marking each traversed square indoors.

FIG 4-4 INDOOR AREA GENERATION ALGORITHM. DIVIDES THE MAP INTO INDOOR AND OUTDOOR AREAS.

After the room creation pass, the board has been split into at least two (and possibly several) distinct areas. There is a single contiguous indoor area, but the presence of hallways may have split the outdoor area into multiple isolated regions. In order to ensure that characters can navigate to every square on the board we perform a second pass to add doors to the map connecting all distinct indoor and outdoor areas.

The door assignment algorithm looks at each distinct outdoor area and adds a door to connect it to an adjacent indoor region (see Fig. 4-5 for a formal presentation of this algorithm). It iterates over all of the isolated outdoor areas. In each outdoor area it finds the squares that border on indoor squares. It picks one of these edge squares at random and creates a door connecting it to an orthogonally adjacent indoor square.

---

1 Both of the algorithms described here (as well as the pathfinding implementation discussed below) are based on a representation of the map as a graph of adjacent squares implemented in the Map object (see Fig. 2-11).
Make a list of all outdoor squares.
While there are squares in the list:
  Pick a random seed square from the list.
  Get the set of squares connected to the seed square.
  Select the squares in this set that have at least one indoor orthogonal neighbor.
  Pick a random square from this subset (call it S1).
  Pick a random orthogonally-adjacent indoor neighbor of S1 (call it S2).
  Add the pair (S1, S2) to a list of pairs of squares.
  Remove the seed square and the set of connected squares from the list of outdoor squares.
For each entry in the list of pairs:
  Mark the indoor square as having a door to the outdoor square.

FIG 4-5 DOOR ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM. ENSURES COMPLETE MAP CONNECTIVITY.

The indoor/outdoor/door data produced by these algorithms is used to instruct the players in board setup (by displaying the blueprints seen in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2), to determine legal moves for players (any move that would navigate a player between indoor and outdoor squares without passing through a door is removed from the move input options), and as constraints in the NPC pathfinding algorithm.

NPC movement in Sneak is based on a series of destination squares. I will explain how these destinations are selected in the next section of this chapter. For the sake of this discussion, suffice it to say that during most turns NPCs select their move by calculating the most efficient path from their current square towards the square they have selected as their destination (see Fig. 4-3 for an example path). Paths cannot pass between indoor and outdoor squares except by passing through two squares connected by a door.

The pathfinding algorithm is based on a breadth-first search over the graph of connected squares (where two squares are considered connected if they are both indoors, both outdoors, or a door exists between them). Breadth-first search has been used widely in computer science since it was first invented in the late 1950s.¹ Today, most video games use the more efficient
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A* algorithm for pathfinding due to the performance constraints of real time games.\textsuperscript{1} However, Sneak’s turn-based format and the particularly small dimensions of its board make the simpler breadth-first search approach more than adequate.

The topology that results from Sneak’s map generation and the AI behavior that results from its pathfinding approach interact with player perceptions to shape gameplay in a number of ways.

The first and most important impact of procedural map generation is that it increases the legibility of the board for the player. Sneak’s map generation algorithm breaks up the undifferentiated board into a series of regions of different appearance, affordances, and strategic importance. Before adding procedurally generated maps to Sneak’s design, the game used a completely open 8-by-8 grid. During playtesting players frequently complained of difficulties remembering where characters had been in previous turns and had no natural assumptions for where any character might be going against which to judge future moves for signs of human selection.

Procedural generation of maps addresses both of these problems. The shape and positions of rooms and the placement of doors act as landmarks against which to measure character movement. During playtests using procedurally-generated boards, players frequently referred to characters by their relationship to map landmarks in discussions amongst themselves, speaking of “the character near that door” or referring “how long red’s been in that room”.

Further, by differentiating the board’s layout with walls instead of simply letter and number coordinates, procedurally-generated maps employ the player’s spatial memory instead of their verbal memory for keeping track of characters’ locations. Cognitive psychology has shown that verbal activity is less disruptive of spatial recall than of verbal recall.\textsuperscript{2} Playing Sneak requires extensive verbal activity both in the form of reading on-screen information and speaking with other players. Hence, the addition of spatial cues to the board lightens the cumulative cognitive burden the game places on players. On Sneak’s procedural maps, this enhancement of recall takes the form of small narratives that players tell themselves about the patterns of NPC movement they observe. During playtesting in post-game interviews, players will frequently explain their mental models by making reference to how characters moved relative to the


board’s features: “I suspected black because they stayed near this central door”, “I was pretty sure it wasn’t red because they went the wrong way down this hall”, etc.¹

Procedural generation also creates a hierarchy of strategic importance amongst different areas of the board. Doors and hallways become important choke points through which many characters will have to move to reach destinations around the map. These areas also constrain character movement, creating areas where characters options for changing direction are limited making their movements more predictable. Walls also break up the inter-square connectivity of the board creating significantly longer travel times between some areas than others. These attributes of procedurally generated maps act as affordances against which players can construct strategy. Choke points offer areas where players can linger to intersect many characters and gain information rapidly. Hallways create expectations about character movement patterns, drawing attention to characters that violate them by reversing direction. Long travel times between board regions alter the risk-reward tradeoffs of visiting certain destinations.

Importantly, none of these properties are inherent to Sneak’s maps being produced procedurally. A human-designed map could take advantage of all of these properties and, potentially, through careful design work, even achieve a more perfectly composed arena for player competition. However, the use of human level design would limit the number of possible maps available in Sneak. Including only a small number of maps would limit re-playability. For all the reasons described here, map specifics have a major impact on player strategies. If maps recurred, repeat players would learn to exploit their eccentricities. This would induce a very different kind of learning curve, one similar to competitive multiplayer first person shooters such as Counter-Strike: Global Offensive² which reward detailed knowledge of map geometry and how it shapes with strategy and tactics.

In Sneak, I want player expertise to focus on social interaction rather than level memorization. I want to present players with a skill curve based in figuring out how your opponent is reacting to the current board situation, observing their responses to game events, and coming up with techniques to exploit an emergent situation to elicit a revealing response from them. These goals argue for procedural map generation as the source of variation rather than level design. Procedural generation can produce an infinite number of maps and by
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¹ See Chapter 5, “The Cost of Simulation”, for more detail on how players remember and model character movements.

refusing to repeat maps it requires players to focus on the game’s systems rather than the specifics of any particular map.

This strategy has a strong precedent in video game design in the “roguelike”. Roguelikes are a genre of video games named after the 1980 RPG, Rogue.\(^1\) Roguelikes include turn-based movement, permanent death, randomization, and map exploration. This genre has experienced a swift rise in popularity in recent years. Game developer Kevin Forbes (Don't Starve) attributes their popularity to how they offer players the opportunity to “master complex systems”, “direct their own experience”, and experience “emergent gameplay.”\(^2\)

Sneak includes all of the properties of a roguelike. Death is permanent, maps are randomly generated, and play is turn-based. Sneak is a hybrid digital-physical roguelike. Like other roguelikes, balance is achieved differently in Sneak than in non-roguelike genres. In games that make heavy use of procedural elements there are two different questions to ask when it comes to balance: How even are the odds between the players in any individual game? Is the range of outcomes produced by the procedural system balanced between different strategies or player types?

In each game of Sneak, after the map is procedurally generated, the characters, guns, and exit are all placed. The algorithms that select the locations for these game elements use randomness but have been designed to produce outputs that contribute to fair games between players. Take first, the algorithm for placing the game’s four guns. This algorithm divides the board up into four quadrants and selects one random square in each of these to receive a gun. This approach ensures that a gun is always within some relatively uniform maximum distance from every square on the board, but it also allows for significant variation between games. For example, games in which all four guns spawn near the center of the board present players with different strategic options than those in which the guns are more widely spread. In such a game, given a particular arrangement of characters, a player might find themselves in a situation where they can shoot a gun and still have the opportunity to reach a second gun before any other character effectively giving them two chances to guess their opponent before being shot themselves.

Initial character placement is another example of how Sneak uses shaped randomness to ensure that variation and fairness coexist. Sneak’s algorithm for selecting character starting
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\(^1\) Rogue, Michael Toy, Glenn Wichman, Ken Arnold, Jon Lane. Various publishers. 1980.

positions starts by picking a small number of seed squares (six in the current implementation). It then randomly places each character on one of these seed squares with the exception of the character holding the plans. After all other characters have been placed, the character holding the plans is placed randomly onto one of the seed squares that includes neither of the players. This approach has been tuned so that most seed squares will begin with two or three characters on them with the occasional square having four or one. While this leads to player starting situations that are unequally advantageous, the most imbalanced possibilities (of one player having the opportunity to pick up the plans on the first turn) has been avoided.

These various uses of randomness, and particularly the procedural map generation system, can lead to games in which one player is likely to gain significantly more information than other. Players spawn in locations near a greater number of NPCs or, on the contrary, at the end of a long winding hallway far from the heart of the action. While Sneak’s design does its best to minimize these situations, they can arise. In these cases, Sneak is “balanced” at a meta level by the existence of its multiple victory conditions. A player’s chance to win is not solely linked to their opportunities to gain information about the plans. Players can also win by detecting their opponent’s identity and the cues necessary to do so are not tied to their board position or the results of the game’s other random systems. In fact, in some ways, players in a good position relative to those systems end up receiving more and more interesting information through the app, creating more chances for them to express surprise or otherwise emit social cues that the other player can detect. In this way, the being able to win by shooting your opponent acts as a “catchup mechanic” to keep players who have fallen into an unfortunate corner of the range of outcomes possible in Sneak’s procedural generation system.

4.2 Player Stories from Random Outcomes

The uses of randomness covered so far present themselves to the player proudly as random systems. At the start of the game players are simply presented with a map, character, and item positions. These results are not contextualized or explained in any way. They simply make up the starting situation in which they players find themselves this game. Sneak also uses randomness in a couple of subtler ways behind the scenes: to select destinations for the NPCs and to assign NPC identity. That randomness governs these elements of the game is not obvious to the players. In absence of that knowledge players have a tendency to attribute meaning to random outcomes in a way that enhances their experience of the game.
The two mechanics that use randomness invisibly are NPC destination selection and NPC identity assignment. In the previous section, I explained how NPC pathfinding works, but I did not explain how NPCs select the destination square to which they use pathfinding to navigate. NPCs select destinations at random from all of the squares on the board. When they reach that destination they stay there until they select a new destination. On each turn they generate a random number to see if it is time to select a new destination. Each character has a different threshold determining how likely they are to select a new destination. These thresholds are also selected randomly for each NPC at the start of the game. The combination of these two uses of randomness produces surprisingly complex variations in behavior between NPCs. NPCs with a high threshold for new destination selection seem to move in a single continuous snakelike path, stopping here and there but sometimes also seeming to reverse or change direction out of nowhere. Those with a low threshold seem to largely lay low, stopping for long periods during the game and then suddenly breaking out and going on a long path from one side of the board to the other.

This variation was not present in early prototypes, but since I introduced it I noticed that it has a number of interesting effects on players’ perception of the NPCs. Even though this was a simple change, it made it significantly more difficult for players to reverse engineer the algorithm driving character movement (see The Cost of Simulation below for a complete discussion of how players perform this task). When asked about it in post-game interviews, players stories about and descriptions of NPC movement became more significantly more diverse. Some players began to attribute complex logic to NPC movement, mentioning everything from the density of other characters (one player described a particular NPC as “agoraphobic”\footnote{I think they meant “enochlophobic” (fear of crowds) rather than “agoraphobic” (fear of open spaces). The NPC in question had stirred itself from a long series of holds to move away from a gather crowd of other characters.}) to the position of guns.

These complex stories give players cover to make their desired moves with their own characters. In earlier prototypes, when NPC destination selection was more consistent, players often complained of knowing where they wanted to go but feeling like they could not make the necessary moves to get there without making their identity obvious. With this new destination selection algorithm, players can now interpret NPC behavior broadly enough to make them feel justified in moving more boldly. Simultaneously, player’s ability to intuit each other’s identity has not declined so this new freedom has not actually helped them hide their behavior from their each other.
The other system where randomness leads to player stories is less mechanically meaningful and more simply evocative. As explained in Chapter 2, Sneak uses repurposed O-scale model train figures as pieces to represent its characters. The characters were selected (and modified) to match the 10 colors of the different characters in Sneak. But because they come from model train supplies, the characters are dressed in garb indicating professions common to that environment: construction workers, businessmen, policemen, etc. These different character costumes have no mechanical role in sneak whatsoever. They simply help players see the different color characters. The relationship between the profession depicted by the figures and the color of the character in the game is arbitrary. Regardless, these professions shape player perception of the characters’ movements. They react differently to a construction worker who stops in a doorway than they do to a cop. Players have referred to these identities in their post-game conversations about how they understood NPC behavior.

It is possible that this involuntary process of story formation is not helpful given Sneak’s current design. Any assumptions it builds in the players’ minds about the functioning of the system are spurious at best. However, this relationship between the game’s theme and how players interpret its behavior, even when the link is completely random, is a powerful illustration of the apophenia which players bring to random systems in games and the ability of even their mistaken interpretations of random behavior to generate meaningful stories.
5. The Cost of Simulation

Simulating complex systems is the bread and butter of video games. Perhaps the canonical example is SimCity\(^1\), a game that positions the user as a manager of the transportation, construction, and regulatory systems of a simulated city. The simulation of physics and human behavior is a ubiquitous part of most games, but particularly central to the first- and third-person shooter genres. For example, Far Cry 2\(^2\) is well-known for its simulation of unusual properties such as guns jamming from dirt, characters contracting malaria, and trees catching on fire due to gunfire.

Both of these (otherwise quite different) applications of simulation use it to produce rich and emergent gameplay with a high degree of variability, increasing game re-playability. The complex calculations required to simulate such varied systems have become easily within the reach of modern computers and game consoles. An extreme example of the use of this computational power for simulation is Dwarf Fortress\(^3\), a construction and management simulation game with only ASCII graphics that simulates thousands of years of world geology and history to create its game world before play even begins.

Tabletop games, on the other hand, are restricted in the complexity of system they can simulate since they depend on players to do all of their calculations. While players with dice and counters are Turing complete, the time, effort, and tedium necessary to conduct even a mildly complex simulation would bore and discourage most players.

An example of a mildly complex simulation in a tabletop game can be found in the Pegasus expansion to the
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\(^1\)SimCity, Will Wright. Maxis. 1989.


\(^3\)Dwarf Fortress, Tarn Adams and Zach Adams. Bay 12 Games. 2002.
Battlestar Gallactica board game\(^1\) in which players must simulate the navigation and attacks of a series of Cylon ships threatening their battlestar. While by no means a comprehensive simulation the implementation process requires the players to roll dice repeatedly and look up sets of decision rules in a rulebook (see Fig. 5-1).

Implementing even mildly complex simulations in a tabletop game is awkward and painstaking for players. While this difficulty significantly limits the complexity of system that can be simulated, the tabletop context does have some design advantages for a simulation. Since players have to move all of the pieces themselves and implement the system’s rules, they do not just interact with its surface phenomena as in a digital simulation, but instead inhabit its operation. Video game players see the results of a simulation and come to understand its inner workings experimentally by observing how it reacts to their inputs. Tabletop players, on the other hand, are responsible for enacting their games’ simulations. They interact not with the simulation’s output but with its internal logic.

For example, in They’ve Invaded Pleasantville\(^2\) one player controls a group of aliens that secretly seize control of a series of human victims by installing implants in them. The other player controls the remaining still-human townspeople. The human player attempts to discover which townspeople have been implanted in order to liberate or interrogate them. Fig. 5-2 shows two of the many lookup tables that govern event outcomes in the game: the “Implant Removal Table” and the “Observation Table”. The Implant Removal Table demonstrates how the game simulates the result of an uncertain action by combining a random dice roll with the description of the outcome. Similarly, the Observation Table governs whether or not nearby humans detect when one of their number is seized and implanted by aliens.


\(^2\) They’ve Invaded Pleasantville, Michael Price. TSR. 1981.
The process of using these lookup tables (and the many others littered throughout They’ve Invaded Pleasantville’s manual) is painstaking and slow. However, their presence gives attentive players an opportunity to fully understand the rules of the simulations driving the game as they are literally laid out for players to read. This is a representative, if extreme, example for how simulations work in many tabletop games. While players pay a high cost for executing the simulation in working memory and slowed game pace, their presence in the game can serve to give players deep knowledge of the simulated system’s structure.

The use of simulation is one of the areas of greatest promise in hybrid digital-physical games. Including software in tabletop games has the potential to raise the ceiling on the complexity of simulation possible in these games while still allowing players to retain their intimate relationship with their workings.

An illuminating early example of this potential is Alchemists by Matúš Kotry.\textsuperscript{1} In Alchemists players perform experiments by combining ingredients (represented by cards) in an attempt to discover and publish alchemical laws. The results of various ingredient combinations are determined by a smartphone app. The app recalculates new alchemical laws for each game so that players must experiment to rediscover them anew on each playthrough. It also hides the particular “alchemical logic” of any specific game from the players, enabling the game’s core mechanic of discovery. In fact, Alchemists includes an optional smartphone-free mode where a person can take the role of the app, going through a painstaking procedure to generate a results chart and then looking up each proposed concoction on that chart to determine its result. That person does not play in the game, but solely acts in this manual computation role. The complexity (and total lack of fun) required to play the game without a computer is a beautiful illustration of the potential of digital simulation in tabletop games.

This example points towards a novel play pattern which also emerged in the design and playtesting of Sneak and may turn out to be a useful guide for future hybrid digital-physical tabletop games: games that are explicitly about the discovery of the rules behind a simulated system. In both Alchemists and Sneak players interact with a simulated system whose logic is computed by a digital device and, at first, unknown to them. But then, instead of simply seeing the system’s outcomes, the tabletop components of each game intimately involve the players in producing those outcomes. Hence, they gradually learn the explicit logic that makes up the simulation. And, further, the game’s victory conditions require the player to actively reproduce the behavior simulated by the system in order to compete.

\textsuperscript{1} Alchemists, Matúš Kotry. Arclight. 2014.
In Sneak the simulated system that plays this role is NPC movement. Sneak asks players to figure out which of the ten characters on the board is controlled by the other player. The chief evidence it gives them is the characters’ movement patterns. Hence, players carefully scrutinize character movement to understand the logic that governs NPC movement. They then use this logic to catch out opposing players who diverge from it. They also try to mimic it with their own character’s movements to avoid being caught out themselves. By intermingling human and simulation behavior, Sneak specifically asks players to build a model of the system driving the simulation.

Through Sneak's playtesting I have learned a number of useful lessons about how players go about this process of modeling the simulated system and how a game that asks players to go about this can fail. For the rest of this chapter, I will describe these lessons using notes from playtesting sessions and a description of the design iterations the game underwent. I will explain how players learn to model NPC behavior, the typical mistakes they make in the process, how their learning is constrained by their working memory and in-built assumptions, and, finally, how this process of simulation comprehension affects Sneak’s re-playability. Then, I will examine one of the biggest challenges entailed by this simulation modeling mechanic: the need to keep the digital simulation and the physical board and pieces synchronized. I will describe the synchronization challenges that arose during Sneak’s development and explain the design tools I have used to overcome or minimize them.

5.1 How Players Model NPC Behavior

In “Thinking Fast and Slow”, Nobel prize-winning psychologist Daniel Kahneman describes a set of systematic errors people make when forming judgments on too little information. “Subjective confidence in a judgment is not a reasoned evaluation of the probability that this judgment is correct. Confidence is a feeling, which reflects the coherence of the information and the cognitive ease of processing it.”¹ Kahneman calls this “coherence bias”. It derives from the tendency of our reflexive judgments to “automatically and effortlessly identify causal connections between events, sometimes even when the connection is spurious.”² In other words we instinctively build stories out of whatever information is available heedless of whether

² ibid. p.110
that data is sufficient to support such a story and we judge both our own conclusions as well as new incoming facts based on the coherence of the story we tell ourselves. “The measure of success for [our intuitive faculties] is the coherence of the story it manages to create. The amount and quality of the data on which the story is based are largely irrelevant. When information is scare, which is a common occurrence, [our intuition] operates as a machine for jumping to conclusions.”

In playtesting Sneak, I observed this coherence bias repeatedly in how players understood the behavior of the game’s NPCs. From their earliest interactions with the game, players began to form a model to explain the characters’ movements and, crucially, to attempt to distinguish NPC movement from behavior indicating the control of their opponents. This model typically consists of a story players told themselves about what moves an NPC would be likely to make and what kinds of moves humans would prefer.

For example, there was one movement pattern that reliably produced the assumption that a character was an NPC across all playtests. Characters that move away from the center of the board, or other areas in which large groups of characters are congregating, are assumed by players to be NPCs. When asked in debriefing interviews how they narrowed down the candidates for which character their opponent controlled, players repeatedly cited this behavior as indicative of being an NPC. They explained this conclusion by talking about why they would not make such a move with their own character: moving to the edge of the board creates fewer opportunities for dialogs with other characters and hence denies them of information about the location of the plans. It also eliminates possibilities for future good moves, requiring players to spend multiple turns to reach other characters.

This example points towards a more general trend in the assumptions and biases that shape players’ judgment when attempting to distinguish NPCs from players. Lacking information on the algorithms that control NPC movements, players substitute the heuristic of “not something I would do.” Similarly, lacking information about the other player’s strategy, they substitute with the opposite heuristic: “seems like something I would do”. As in the example given above about characters that moved to the outside of the board, if players could come up with a story of why they would make an observed move for a character then they would suspect that character of being human-controlled. If they couldn’t come up with such a story, they would write that character off as an NPC.

---

1 ibid p.85. Kahneman refers to our snap decision-making, intuitive faculties as “System 1” in his two system model of the psychology of judgment. I have substitutive out that phrase here to enhance clarity for readers who are not familiar with Kahneman’s system.
Players’ confidence in conclusions like these dramatically exceeded the evidence they were actually able to perceive and remember. Specifically, players reported being tightly constrained by the limits of their working memory in keeping track of the sequence of moves made by each character in order to examine them for patterns that might reveal NPC- or player-like behavior. Players reported that they could remember moves made by individual characters for no more than two turns and often struggled to remember moves that long when many character moved in the same turn. Early on in playtesting, struggling with this limitation myself, I introduced an optional mechanic in which players can orient the pieces representing each character to face in the direction that character last moved to act as a memory aid. In playtesting sessions, I offer this to players as an option that they can employ if both players in a game agree. Players always choose to use this optional mechanic.

Interestingly, players’ stories tended to see NPC movement and player-controlled movement as starkly contrasting despite the fact that Sneak provides players with very little intrinsic information about the identity of their opponents. Players watch nine character move only one of which is controlled by their opponent. They can barely remember the sequence of moves made by each character. But they still maintain a strong belief that they can distinguish NPC from player movement. This gap fits perfectly with the coherence bias described by Kahneman, which predicts that people are inclined to hold a greater degree of confidence in their conclusions that corresponds with the power of the story they have told themselves rather than the observations they have actually made.

Some of the most impressive strategic thinking in Sneak playtests came from players who consciously noted this gap and attempted to exploit it. For example in one playtest session, after their first game two players insisted on playing again a second time. In their second game, after the initial rounds, the game entered a phase where most of the NPCs held their positions for extended periods with only two or three moving each round. The two players reacted to this situation quite differently. Player one decided to hold his position for multiple consecutive rounds as well. In a post-game interview he explained that he was afraid that moving would call attention to his character and seem like an obvious divergence from NPC behavior. Player two, on the other hand, took exactly the opposite tack. He moved his character repeatedly during this phase of the game, collecting a large amount of information and eventually discovering which character held the plans. When asked, player two explained that he thought that moving a lot seemed very unnatural and so would be something only an NPC would do. Hence, he decided

---

1 See Appendix A for complete playtesting notes.
to do it in order to act like an NPC. Player one revealed that this gambit had completely worked on him and he had not suspected player two’s character at all.

One of the fascinating things about this story is that it shows players have different criteria for their own actions versus those of other characters. Player one held still because moving felt vulnerable and likely to reveal him as a player. However, the movements of player two, which were exactly like those he was afraid to make, seemed NPC like to him and did not arouse his suspicion.

This interplay of player stories also points to how Sneak might be able to both achieve a meaningful skill curve and retain re-playability even after players have reverse engineered the algorithms that drive NPC movement.

One of the challenges facing a game like Sneak is what happens after people have played enough games to successfully reverse engineer the behaviors whose logic is hidden by the game’s digital system. Since that reverse engineering is exactly the challenge the game sets out for players Sneak faces a danger of collapsing in interest after players have accomplished it.

In the play test session just described, the players played two games in a row. After each game, I asked the players to explain their understanding of the logic governing NPC movement. After the first game their explanations were significantly incomplete. While they had correctly observed some patterns, they had only been partially successful in reasoning out the full logic. However, by the end of the second game, their understanding had dramatically improved. When asked the same interview questions again their new explanation was nearly completely correct.

Since that playtest, I have introduced procedurally generated maps and more sophisticated NPC pathfinding to the game. These mechanics have somewhat slowed players in reverse engineering the logic of NPC movement, largely because there are simply fewer points at which NPC might veer off of paths that would be taken by human players.

The danger of repeat players eventually completely understanding the algorithm is still a design concern. However, one other recent playtest pointed towards a dynamic that might emerge as players gain more experience to allay that fear.

This playtest pitted a first-time player against a player who has played multiple times previously. When the game started the more experienced player was situated in a significantly disadvantageous position, only near one or two other NPCs. Instead of immediately moving towards the central cluster of characters, this player set out in the opposite direction, moving into a corner of map even further from the action and wasting a turn picking up a gun. In the post-game interview, this player explained that they had intentionally done this because it would
not seem like something a player would do and would hence throw off the other player’s suspicion. This strategy proved successful and their opponent ended up as the only playtester so far to not even suspect the correct identity of their opponent (more about this particular playtest shortly).

Surprisingly, despite the biases that effect players’ reasoning about NPC behavior they are still consistently able to effectively narrow down the identity of their opponents. In post-game interviews, all but one of Sneak’s playtesters included their opponent’s real identity amongst their two or three top candidates when asked to list which character they suspected was controlled by the other player. This accuracy is particularly striking given that it often arose from incorrect observations and conclusions about how those candidates’ movements diverged from the other characters.

I believe this seeming paradox is explained by the fact that players use extrinsic social cues picked up from their opponents to form these beliefs to a far greater extent than they are aware. They over-credit their observations and reasoning, just as Kahneman’s coherence bias would suggest they do, while simultaneously undervaluing their ability to pick up on subtle social hints.

---

**FIG 5-3 NOTES KEPT BY A PLAYER ATTEMPTING TO DEDUCE THE IDENTITY OF THEIR OPPONENT.**
This hypothesis is supported by one of the most striking games that occurred during playtesting. At the start of game, during the dialog phase of the second round, player two asked if it was acceptable for them to keep notes on paper. I said the game included no rules against it and so it was allowed if their opponent consented. The other player agreed and so player two began to take notes. On each turn, when their side of the dialog phase arrived, player two spent a couple of minutes noting down observations about character movement and their own suspicions as to their opponents identity (see Fig 5-3 for some images of their notes).

This action had two effects that impacted the game. First, it significantly slowed the rate of play. Where all previous games of Sneak had ranged between 20 and 40 minutes, this one stretched out to more than 80. Second, taking and reviewing notes occupied nearly all of player two’s attention, meaning she spent significantly less time looking at or talking to player one. In other words, player two paid for their analytical depth with a reduction in attention to social cues. How little player two was watching player one even because a joke between the two players during the course of the game with player one pretending to tap outlandishly on the tablet during their turn in a comical attempt to throw off player two who was not even watching.

As described above, at the start of the game it seemed that player two was in a dominant position. They participated in more dialogs and discovered which NPC had the plans relatively quickly. However, player two’s analysis lead them to a false conclusion about player one’s identity. Namely, that player one was green, the character with the plans. At one point, player two took me aside to ask if there was even any point in continuing the game since green had the plans and could make it to the exit before she could intervene or reach a gun. I indicated that there was.

When green went past the exit without ending the game, player two was completely shocked. See the page on the right in Fig 5-3 where they write “OMG it’s not green!”. After that point, player two scrambled to figure out what to do. They poisoned a gray, one of their other (also incorrect) candidates. But the game ended shortly thereafter when player one shot them. In the discussion after the game, player two listed their other candidates for player one’s identity all of which were also wrong. They never even suspected the correct choice. Player one, on the other hand, had successfully narrowed down the options to two and the poisoning death of gray clinched it for them.

The nature of player two's notes is fascinating. When she asked for permission to take notes, player two’s rationale centered on the need to keep track of how characters moved.

---

1 See Appendix A for my complete notes from this playtest.
across multiple turns, to supplement limited working memory. However, if you look at the actual notes she took, they do not chiefly consist of direct observations of character movements. There are some descriptive phrases — “blue also didn’t move”, “everybody repeated their move except black”, “white not walking in group” — but the notes mainly log the history of player two’s own suspicions, conclusions, and assumptions. One of the first notes that appears lists eliminated options: “not: blue, black, white” as well candidates thought to be “humanish” and “AI-ish”. Listed as reasons for being “AI-ish”, gray and red are noted as “did not intercept me”. This is again the common player assumption that seeking out conversations is a core human behavior in the game.

Rather than lending them greater observational clarity, player two’s notes acted as a powerful amplifier for coherence bias. The notes acted as a venue for player two to reinforce and provide illusory authority to to their own invented stories.

Sneak’s design requires players to simultaneously learn the rules of a simulation and intuit the intentions of another person. Intermingling these two types of intuitive judgments leads to Sneak’s most interesting dynamics. This combination seems a promising area for future research in hybrid board game design.

5.3 The Challenges of Human/Software Synchronization

So far in this chapter, we have seen looked closely at how players think about Sneak’s simulation and how that simulation leads them to new interactions with other players. However, these new dynamics promised by hybrid digital-physical tabletop games are only accessible if those games are able to overcome the inherent challenge entailed by this format. The heart of that challenge is the difficulty of keeping the game’s digital system and its physical pieces in sync.

The game’s software maintains an internal representation of the state of the game that includes everything from the game’s map to the position of all of the characters to the state of each NPC’s knowledge of the plans to which player has the current turn. Many of these elements have a parallel physical representation in the state of the board and game pieces. There are many opportunities for these two representations to diverge as play proceeds. Players may setup the board incorrectly, they may forget to move a character, they may move a character incorrectly, they may pass the device to a player outside of their turn, etc. All of these failures have the potential to ruin a playthrough of the game. Even worse, many of them are not
immediately apparent, but only show up after a number of turns when the app issues a move instruction that is clearly out of sync with the board (like instructing the players to move a character through a wall). This makes players very frustrated with the game when it occurs both because the reason for the problem is invisible to them, there is nothing they can do to successfully continue the game, and a significant amount of their time has been wasted.

As I explained in Section 1.1, nearly all of the prior work on digital tabletop games consists of technical fixes for this kind of problem. Many researchers have devised systems that synchronize digital and physical game components through the use of various sensors and physical interfaces. Sneak takes a different approach to the problem, using the players themselves to achieve this synchronization. While this choice enables many of Sneak’s key qualities (like the dynamics explored in the previous section) it also means that I had to address the synchronization problem constantly while designing it.

In this section, I will outline some of the specific synchronization challenges I encountered during Sneak’s design process and explain how I addressed them. While its dangers have been significantly mitigated, synchronization in Sneak is not a completely solved problem. I will end the chapter by discussing one major area of synchronization in Sneak that is still an open problem: how to help players detect if something has gone wrong and correct it.

Synchronization in Sneak is fundamentally a user interface problem. From the initial generation of the map and the starting placement of the characters, information about the state of the game originates with the app and then is communicated to the players so they can move the physical pieces to match. Problems occur when users misunderstand this information. In order to avoid problems I have systematically sought to reduce the amount of information that needs to be communicated to players and to simplify and clarify communication that is required.

The central venue for synchronization in Sneak is the interface through which the game instructs players in how to place and move the characters. Early on in Sneak’s design I hit upon the idea of using a coordinate system to refer to the squares on the board, similar to that found in chess. On each turn, the game would give players 10 instructions in the form: “move the red character on b3 to c4” or “the blue character on d2 holds”. The game always used absolute coordinates to refer to both the starting and ending positions of each character. In order to execute such an instruction, players had to refer to the coordinate system printed on the board twice, both to locate the character to move and to find the square to which they should move. This process proved slow, painstaking, and error prone for players.
I improved this interface by making two changes, one structural and one linguistic. First, I changed the color assignment of characters so that each character had a unique color. That way instead of referring to the moving character by their starting square instructions could refer to them by their color, which is much easier for players to find by simply glancing at the board. Secondly, I reformulated these instructions so that they used cardinal directions instead of absolute coordinates, i.e. “move the red character north” or “move the blue character southeast”. Thusly, as long as players keep their orientation relative to the board straight they can move a character without having to lookup row and column coordinates at all. To ensure that players understand this orientation I etched the appropriate compass rose into each side of the board in front of each player (see Fig. 2-7).¹

Another source of synchronization errors during the movement phase came from the need for players to look back and forth between the board and the screen of the digital device to read the instructions. This movement often caused players to repeat a single instruction or skip one or more instructions leading to synchronization errors. Many players addressed the difficulty of this interface by having one player read the instructions while the other player moved the pieces. This was a significantly suboptimal solution because it denied both players an equal chance to see patterns in character movement and, importantly, their opponent’s reaction to moves.

In order to overcome this problem I added spoken instructions to Sneak’s app. On each move phase, the game generates audio versions of each move instruction and plays them in sequence for the players. The audio instructions are assembled on the fly in software from a
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¹ Absolute coordinates are now only used during setup when players are looking at a visual map of the board.
series of fragments pre-recorded by an announcer. Those audio instructions enable players to move the characters while both of them keep their eyes on the board and on each other.

Together these changes have dramatically reduced the frequency of synchronization problems caused by players moving pieces incorrectly.

Synchronization errors can also occur in the opposite direction: players can make mistakes when inputting their moves into the app. This type of problem arises when the spatial orientation of UI widgets does not match each player’s perspective on the board. Specifically, in Sneak, each player sits on a different side of the board. Players move their characters by clicking on one of nine buttons representing the eight cardinal directions and the opportunity to hold (see Fig. 5-4, top). Initially, Sneak’s interface presented all players with the same set of buttons for selecting moves. These buttons were oriented with north at the top of the screen. Since players sat at opposite sides of the board this interface would be upside down from the perspective of at least one player. Players often submitted moves other than those they intended when using this interface. To correct this problem, Sneak now presents a different move input screen to each player depending on which side of the board they are sitting. Players sitting on the north side of the board use an interface that matches their perspective on the board (see Fig. 5-4, bottom).

This change has virtually eliminated mistaken move inputs. However, I believe it could still be improved. Instead of providing buttons labeled with cardinal directions, the interface could show the local region of the map around the player’s position, offering the chance to submit the move simply by clicking on the square to which they wanted to move their character. This proposed design would offer an immediacy between interface and in-game action that is common to good video game UI design.

Despite the significant improvements caused by these UI changes, the holy grail of synchronization still remains elusive in Sneak: a system that regularly checks to ensure that the physical board is in sync with the state of the app. Sneak does currently provide an optional “debug view” that shows an onscreen representation of the placement of all walls, characters, guns, and other game pieces. However, players have to actively choose to consult this view when they worry something has already gone wrong. In that circumstance it can act as an emergency fix to get the game back on track, but it is an ugly hack extrinsic to the game’s systems and only useful as a measure of last resort.

An ideal “sync check” system would be integrated organically into the game’s mechanics. Instead of requiring players to switch out of playing the game into a separate mode, it would lead players through checking synchronization within the game’s systems. Perhaps it would
incentivize players to catch out their opponents making an incorrect move or otherwise fold synchronization check into the game’s competitive mechanics. I have not thus far found a mechanic to serve this purpose in Sneak, but such a pursuit could potentially lead to discovering designs for entirely different hybrid digital physical games.
6. The Use of Hidden Information

Asymmetries of information between players are one of the strongest sources of game dynamics in both digital and tabletop games. In tabletop games this often takes the form of bluffing or hidden traitor mechanics designed to create social pressure by requiring players to lie to each other.

Two essential, and very different examples, of this use of hidden information are Werewolf and Poker. Poker is a family of card games involving varying combinations of private and public cards and turn-based betting. Bets are always public and in some variations of the game some public cards are shared amongst all players, but players also always posses a hand of cards known only to them. Gameplay consists of deciding bet amounts and attempting to bluff other players in regards to the quality of your hand. Werewolf (also known as Mafia) is a party game where a minority of players with a hidden traitor role attempt to disrupt the collaboration of the wider group to identify and eliminate them. Gameplay consists of conversations amongst the entire group in which the secret traitors attempt to influence the group’s decision to avoid suspicion cast on them.

Both of these games involve hidden information and a public performance on the part of the players whose interpretation is informed by other players’ suspicions about their hidden information. In addition to hidden roles, Werewolf players’ actions are also hidden adding to the complexity of this performance and interpretation process. Hidden information is central to these games because of the social dynamics it creates. Players pay close attention to the social cues emitted by other players in the game. They watch other players receive information, attempt to mask their own reactions, and say things designed to elicit a telling response. The physical setups of these games are optimized around social interaction: players sit around a table looking at each other. The number of physical components is minimized to keep the focus on the people.

In digital games, hidden information usually operates significantly differently. For example in competitive online multiplayer shooters such as Call of Duty players’ positions and movements are hidden from each other not through concealed social information but through the vision constraints of the 3D game world. Online players are often connected through voice chat in
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1 Werewolf/Mafia, Dmitry Davidoff. 1986.
these kinds of games leading to trash talking as the chief form of social interaction rather than deception. Local multiplayer variations of this formula such as Goldeneye 007\(^1\) and Pikmin 2\(^2\) add an interesting twist. Since players play on a shared screen in these games they could easily gain information about their opponents’ intentions simply by looking at their interface. Hence sophisticated player strategies have evolved to manipulate the look direction of their characters in order to deny other players this information.

One intriguing new pattern of hidden information that has emerged in recent video games can be found in games like Spyparty\(^3\) and the Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood multiplayer.\(^4\) In both of these games, a small number of human players share a game space with a larger number of NPCs. Players hide themselves from each other by emulating the actions of those NPCs in order to avoid standing out and getting targeted by their human opponents. As explained in detail above in both the Perception of Randomness and Cost of Simulation chapters, Sneak creates a similar dynamic to these games, rewarding players for emulating NPC movement and for observing deviations from it by other players. This element of Sneak’s design was explicitly inspired by these video games.

Despite this specific relationship, when it comes to the use of hidden information hybrid digital-physical games have more to learn from tabletop games than digital games. Tabletop games that include digital devices are still, fundamentally, tabletop games in their format. They involve two or more people sitting around a table talking to each and looking at each other. Hence, like other tabletop games, hidden information in these games is deeply intertwined with the social dynamics that emerge between players. Bluffing and hidden traitor mechanics (and other mechanics that derive from hidden information) are natural fits for digital tabletop games.

Further, tabletop games that include digital devices potentially possess a major advantage when implementing these mechanics over conventional tabletop games. Depending on the design of the game’s interaction, the digital system will have a record of some or all of the information known by each player. Such games can use this information dynamically to balance individual player advantages or otherwise intervene by giving or denying additional information to one or more players. For example, Sneak knows exactly what information each player has
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\(^1\) Goldeneye 007. Martin Hollis, Rare. Nintendo. 1997.


\(^3\) Spyparty. Chris Hecker. Currently under development.

received about which character possesses the plans. It can therefore detect if one player has a
major informational advantage and, potentially direct NPC movement (or other game systems)
to help the other players catch up, ensuring a competitive (and therefore exciting) outcome to
every game. This kind of “rubber banding” is widely used in video games, particularly in racing
titles where AI competitors adjust their speed in order to prevent players from getting too far
ahead or behind. For example, the patent for the Nintendo GameCube game MarioKart:
DoubleDash!! describes exactly such an algorithm.¹ Such systems are obviously impossible in
conventional tabletop games, but become straightforward when digital devices have sufficient
information about the game state. I will discuss a proposed design for an additional system in
Sneak to implement exactly such a rubber banding balancing pattern below.

Additionally, including digital devices in tabletop games creates the potential for new
patterns in how information is transmitted to and between players. These new types of games
might involve one device that is passed between players or multiple devices each held by one
player. Both of these formats allow players to pass information between each other without any
physical token or spoken word that would reveal that action to other players in the game.

Because of its central use of secrecy Sneak does not explore this potential for inter-player
communication, but it does use a similar mechanic for communicating between NPCs and
players. Players receive information from the simulation of NPCs knowledge in private on each
turn by viewing the digital app. Since players view the knowledge interface each turn regardless
of whether or not they have learned anything new that round, this use of the device serves both
to hide their identity and, ironically, to give other players an inflated impression of how much
knowledge their opponent may have gained. In designing this portion of Sneak I wrestled with
the differences between using one or multiple devices as well as other details in how players
receive this information. I will discuss these design decisions in detail in this chapter.

The rest of this chapter will detail how Sneak’s design uses hidden information to shape the
social dynamics between its players. That discussion is separated into two sections. First, I will
cover the techniques I discovered for hiding information from players in a digital tabletop game.

I will describe how Sneak’s dialog system creates and transmits information to players and
how its temporal dynamics have been designed to balance the game. In the previous chapter on
The Cost of Simulation I discussed in detail how players react to hidden information in the
game, both social and factual. I showed that players have a strong tendency to jump to incorrect

¹Yasuyuki Ohyagi and Katsuhisa Satou. Racing Game Program and Video Game Device. Nintendo Co., Ltd.,
conclusions when presented with a factual deduction problem (figuring out who has the plans) and to perform amazing acts of intuition when confronted with a parallel social problem (guessing which character is controlled by their opponent). In this chapter, I will revisit this issue with an eye towards how Sneak could do a better job supporting active deduction of opponent identity. To that end I will describe a proposed additional mechanic that would give players the ability to narrow down their suspicions of their opponents’ identities. In discussion that mechanic I will highlight the risk and reward tradeoffs that I have found to be key to successful hidden information mechanics in Sneak.

Following that section, I will review the ways in which Sneak’s design uses hidden information to shape social dynamics between players. I will examine the design issues of using one versus multiple devices. I will share the design process that lead to the addition of the poisoning mechanic to the game, which introduced additional hidden information in order to give the players more freedom of action. Finally, I will propose two additional mechanics that could improve Sneak’s design in this area in future iterations: a rubber banding mechanic for dynamic balancing and an addition to the game’s interface to allow players to explicitly track their suspicions about the other player’s identity.

6.1 Hiding Information

In Section 2.5, Game Dynamics, I described the “three act” structure which Sneak’s design is meant to induce in each game. In the first act, players move around the board engaging in dialogs to try to discover which NPC has the plans. After ten or so turns, at least one player has found out who has the plans. Possibly one player has even picked up the plans. At this point players who do not know the location of the plans become nervous. Both players have begun to develop suspicions about their opponent’s identity. Act three brings things together for a dramatic conclusion. If a player has the plans they attempt to sneak towards the exit. Players who know which NPC has the plans race to chase down that character. Players who do not know the location of the plans start to think about shooting their chief suspect. The game resolves either by a player escaping with the plans or (more frequently) with an exchange of gunfire and poison and dead bodies on the board.

The main tool Sneak uses to produce this act structure is the hiding, and eventual revealing, of information. Information about who has the plans propagates through the character
population via dialogs. The frequency and effect of dialogs depend on Sneak’s movement and knowledge systems. These systems are designed and tuned to produce a diffusion of information between characters which produces the particular pace (and inter-player dynamics) that make up the game’s three act structure.

In a two-player game of Sneak there are only three pieces of information that are hidden:

- The color of player one’s character
- The color of player two’s character
- Which character has the plans

All other information in the game is publicly known. At the start of the game, knowledge about this information is equally sparse. Each player knows only their own character’s color. Sneak also models each character’s knowledge about the location of the plans. Each character begins the game knowing whether or not they have the plans.

On each turn, characters that end up on the same square participate in dialogs. During a dialog, each character adds their dialog partner’s knowledge to their own. For example, say brown and green conduct a dialog on the second turn. Each of them only knows that they themselves do not have the plans. After their dialog, they each have an additional piece of information. Now they both know that brown and green do not have the plans.

If one of these characters is a player, on their turn they will be presented with this information in the form of a conversation (see Fig. 6-1). It will also be summarized for them in the suspect display. NPCs also retain this information even though it is not displayed to the players.

Vitally, with each dialog, every character communicates the entirety of their current knowledge to their conversation partner. This holds for players as well as NPCs. Players have no choice in whether they communicate their current knowledge to characters they encounter.

---

1 Discounting here the algorithms that govern NPC behavior, which I discussed at length in earlier chapters. Here I’m referring to specific individual atoms of information with autonomous meaning rather than the rules governing of whole systems.
Given these rules, we can describe the spread of information about the plans through the character population using the Bass Model. Originally created to model the spread of product marketing, the Bass Model is frequently used as a simple model of the spread of contagious infection in a social network. It captures the dynamics of network diffusion as a function of the rate of spontaneous infection, \( p \), and the probability that infection is communicated between any two agents, \( q \). In Sneak, the “contagion” we are modeling is the information about the plans. Characters become “infected” through dialogs.

The discrete version of the Bass Model computes the percentage of the population infected at any given time step, \( F(t) \), as:

\[
F(t) = F(t-1) + p*(1-F(t-1)) + q*(1-F(t-1))*F(t-1) \quad | \text{Eq.6-1}
\]

In Sneak, the first term, \( F(t-1) \), corresponds to the number of characters who knew the location of the plans in the previous turn. The second term, \( p*(1-F(t-1)) \), is the “spontaneous infection rate” times the number of uninfected agents. In Sneak this corresponds to the probability of a character who does not know the location of the plans learning it from a source other than a dialog. This only happens at the very start of the game and only for the character actually holding the plans. So, in our model, \( p \) is actually a function of \( t \):

\[
p(t) = \begin{cases} 
1/10 & \text{if } t = 0 \\
0 & \text{if } t > 0
\end{cases}
\]

The next term in the model, \( q*(1-F(t-1))*F(t-1) \) is the “contagion rate” multiplied by the total possible number of encounters between infected and uninfected agents. In Sneak, characters that come into contact always exchange information. So you might assume that the contagion rate would be 1.0. However, the number of characters that come into contact with each other varies depending based on initial character placement, NPC pathfinding algorithm, the connectivity of the generated map, and the movements of the players. Characters with information about the plans can only “infect” characters with whom they exchange dialogs. Therefore, we can treat the average number of conversations per turn as the \( q \) in our model.

Now, with this model in place we can begin to understand how Sneak’s design parameters affect the spread of information in the game. In combination, Sneak’s generation and movement
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systems determine the average number of conversations that will take place in a turn. As just explained, this average determines the $q$ parameter of our model. So, by looking at the model's predictions for information diffusion at various values of $q$ we can discover how to tune these systems to achieve the information diffusion curve we want in order to achieve the three act structure I described at the start of this section. Fig. 6-2 shows the output from Eq. 6-1 over 25 turns for systems with an average number of conversations per turn ranging from one to five.

As you can see in that graph, when the number of conversations per turn is low (zero or 1) the information diffusion curve is so flat that its inflection points are barely noticeable. On the other extreme, systems that produce four or five conversations per turn rise so fast and reach saturation so quickly that they also look nearly linear.

The three conversations per turn curve is the one that best reproduces the three act structure we are seeking. It has a slow growth of information for the first three to five turns that then accelerates rapidly until about turn 13 where it flattens out again after the information has nearly completely spread.

Another useful metric produced by these curves is the estimated turn number at which all 10 characters should have information about the plans (Fig. 6-3). This number acts as something like an upper bound on the length of the game. Even if the players are the last two characters to find out the information, by this point they will have entered the final act of the
game. Games that average three conversations per turn reach this point after 18 turns. If we assume an average of one to two minutes of time to play each round\(^1\) then this sets out an outer bound of 20-40 minutes for the game. Since this is the desired play time for the game and this information curve looks correct, I have attempted to tune Sneak’s systems to produce an average of three conversations per turn.

These different diffusion rates also present opportunities which Sneak’s design does not yet exploit. Sneak has the ability to speed up or slow down the game by altering the conversation rate. It also has the ability to balance the competition between multiple players by imposing different diffusion rates on each of them. In the next section, I’ll describe a mechanic I propose to add to Sneak in the future to take advantage of both of these possibilities.

### 6.2 Designing Social Dynamics with Hidden Information

Where the previous section dealt with the propagation of information in Sneak from a systems perspective, this section looks at the same problem from the perspective of user interface and social dynamics. It focuses on the specifics of how Sneak communicates information to players through the digital app’s interface and through the game’s mechanics. I will also discuss a number of proposed future mechanics that could be added to the game to potentially improve how it handles hidden information.

In my initial conception of Sneak, I assumed that it would be implemented as a smartphone app, each player would run the app on a separate device, and those devices would communicate over a network. I began to prototype the game without network connectivity simply to shorten the time necessary to produce the first playable prototype. This presented the problem of how to allow multiple players to submit information into the app without learning their opponent’s identity. At first I solved this problem by personally acting as the interface to the app. I communicated with the players by passing paper slips back and forth. I entered their moves into the computer myself and used the slips to tell them the results of dialogs.

This primitive system was functional enough to work out the initial outline of the game’s design. However, I wanted to remove myself from the equation. So, my next round of prototypes added a simple intermediate screen between each player’s turn using the app. This made it

---

\(^1\) This is the average turn length I’ve observed in typical playtests with some notable outliers caused by unusual player behavior (see “How Players Model NPC Behavior” in Chapter 5).
possible for two people to play the game by passing a single device back and forth, an unwieldy laptop in these initial playtests.

Initially I still assumed this passing interface was a stopgap measure until I could implement networking. However, when I watched the playtests that used this setup something interesting happened. Firstly, the moment of passing the device back and forth became a fixed point of social interaction between the two players. They were forced to look at each other and perform the basic social negotiation required to carefully pass a heavy, fragile object between two people. This seemed to have an impact on the atmosphere during the game. The players talked to each other more even when not passing the computer.

Secondly, while one player used the laptop to submit their moves or receive information I noticed that their opponent would keep an eye on them. This attention was not intensely focused; players tended to move their gaze back and forth between the board and their opponent. But, as I observed players’ uncanny accuracy at intuiting their opponents’ identity, I came to believe that it derives from the subtle social cues they pick up through this attention. As I observed in Chapter 4, The Cost of Simulation, further playtests also revealed that this intuition can be disrupted by players’ failure to focus sufficiently on their opponent. In that chapter I described a playtest in which a player took extensive notes on game state. Spending their attention in that activity rather than observing their opponent lead that player to the worst failure of social intuition I have observed in any playtest.

Giving each player their own device presents the danger of reproducing that experience for every player of Sneak. Psychological field studies have shown that the use of smartphones during conversations significantly reduces the perceived quality of conversation as well as the level of empathetic concern on the part of each participant.1 Conversation quality and, especially, empathetic concern, are at the heart of Sneak’s gameplay.

Providing each player with a private device would offer them two distractions which could have a deleterious effect on conversation quality and empathy. Players would be tempted to interact with the game’s interface during their opponent’s turn rather than paying attention to them. Such an interface would naturally give them the ability to review their current knowledge, plan their future turns, and keep tracking of their suspicions. As demonstrated with the note-taking playtester, these actions distract from attending to social cues. Secondly, any private digital device used to play the game would, of course, have other apps and functions present on
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it. Players would be tempted to multitask, leaving the game app to check email, search the web, or respond to notifications. Both of these dangers are dramatically reduced, or even eliminated, by the use of a single device which is shared between the players.

Designing a hybrid tabletop game around a single shared device does have limitations and challenges. On a tactical level, using a single device poses specific design and implementation problems around the player interface for passing the device between the players. In order to maintain the integrity of hidden information during device passing, the game must present a neutral screen that can be shown to all players while the device is passed. In designing Sneak’s implementation of this screen, I found that it is difficult to successfully stop players from accidentally clicking through and seeing their opponents private information. Players reflexively click buttons provided to them without reading the associated text. In response, Sneak’s current design for this screen uses aggressive colors and design to attempt to stop them (see Fig. 6-4). This has improved the problem, largely eliminating players simply clicking through it, but players still struggle somewhat with the interaction. Further research is needed in this interaction pattern. Particularly worth exploring is the idea of a more active “unlock” interface for the player receiving the device, perhaps based on a secret code or gesture known only to them.

Shared-device play also imposes a broader mechanical limitation. In games using this format, information and interfaces can only be provided to a single player at a time. This restricts the use of real time or parallel play patterns. In the next chapter, I will describe a mechanic I experimented with during the development of Sneak that would have required the use of multiple devices for exactly these reasons. As I will explain, this mechanic did not make it into the game due to its bookkeeping cost. However, the potential of rich player-player interaction it offered may have made it worth including despite the downsides in player attention described here. Creating direct player-to-player interactions has been one of the biggest difficulties in designing Sneak thus far. Designers of hybrid tabletop games face a continual tension between the deleterious effect multiple devices have on social interaction and the opportunities they offer for creating new social patterns.
Early in Sneak’s development, I discovered that its focus on stealth and deception limited the actions players could take to directly effect each other. The only action the game offered to actively attack an opponent was firing a gun, which came with a very high associated risk as it revealed the player's identity. I wanted to add mechanics that would give players more ways to actively alter the state of the game without necessarily revealing their identity.

To that end, I added the game's current poisoning mechanic. Poisoning allows players to kill a character on the board without immediately revealing their identity. However, to do so they must be on the same square as the character they wish to kill. Further, the poison takes effect after a delay (randomly determined to be between three and five turns) so it is not completely within their control and cannot stop a player about to reach the exit and win the game. The combination of the proximity requirement and this random trigger time mean that the using poison is still risky for players. If no other characters are near their target, a poisoning death may in fact make their identity obvious to other players. Each player also only gets one dose of poison to use per game. These constraints are meant to keep fear of discovery present for players even while giving them this new tool for attacking their opponents. Poisoning allows players to act on the imperfect information the game has revealed to them while limiting the amount of information about their own hidden identity the introduce into the system. In playtests, I have found that poisoning deaths are dramatic moments that quickly shift the social dynamics between players.

Currently in Sneak, the game’s central dialog mechanic allows players to incremental learn information about the location of the plans. On the other hand, there is no equivalent mechanic that lets them reduce the number of suspects for their opponent’s identity. In future development of the game I propose to add a mechanics designed to do just that: bugging.

In this proposed mechanic, players would have the option, once per game, of adding a “bug” to any character with whom they intersect. A future information learned by bugged character would immediately be reported back to the player that bugged them. However, if a player encountered a character bugged by their opponent. They would detect that fact and the game would present them with the suspects who may have placed the bug: a list of every character with which the bugged character had previously interacted.

Bugging would accomplish a number of things simultaneously: it would accelerate the rate at which players gain information about the plans, giving them some control over the rate of information diffusion in the game. This would let players compensate for games where the coincidence of the generated board and their initial placement denied them of sufficient
opportunities for dialogs. Secondly, it would give players another interesting decision to make in which they needed to pick their bugging target by balancing the risk of revealing their identity with the potential to maximize information gain. The earlier a bug is placed the more information it will yield for a player, but also the greater the odds the bugged character will encounter the player's opponent when the list of its contacts is still very short. Finally, when players did encountered characters bugged by their opponents the information they gained would significantly reduce the number of characters who might be controlled by their opponent. This would allow players to focus their observations through the rest of the game, increasing the probability of the social intuition correctly identifying their opponent.

Finally, as mentioned in the previous section, the relationship between information diffusion and NPC pathfinding offer a powerful potential opportunity for Sneak to perform dynamic game balancing. Since all character and player knowledge is known to Sneak's software at all times, Sneak can detect situations in which one player has a major informational advantage or when the rate of dialogs taking place amongst all characters has fallen significantly below the optimal average of three per turn. When these situations arise, Sneak can take action to manipulate the flow of information within the game to rectify them. Specifically, Sneak can alter the pathfinding destinations of one or more NPCs to alter the frequency with which they will intersect with each other, with the trailing player, or with both players.

To take advantage of this possibility, I propose an additional future mechanic for Sneak called “meetings”. When Sneak detects an information deficit, it can choose multiple NPCs within a radius of each other and assign them a new, common destination. When the NPCs all arrive on that destination, the information known to each of them will be distributed amongst all of them, increasing the total information diffusion in the game. If the game detects an imbalance amongst the two players, it can simply set the meeting location on or near the trailing player’s location and the chances of them catching up will significantly increase.

An interesting side effect of this mechanic is that it will alter NPC behavior and therefore require an appropriate compensation by players in their perception and emulation of that behavior. To prevent meetings from potentially revealing the identity of a player who fails to match the changed movement pattern of surrounding characters, meetings should never involve every character in a given area of the board. There should always be characters who do not participate in meetings in order to give players plausible deniability for their own movements.
7. The Role of Bookkeeping

In tabletop games, none of the pieces or systems move on their own. They always require the player to animate them. Hence, when tabletop games want to keep track of significant amounts of information, they impose a commensurate amount of bookkeeping work on the player. For every quantity that must be tracked, players must move counters, or rotate dice, or take chits, or move meeples, etc.

This bookkeeping requirement imposes a cost on systems in tabletop games paid in player attention and confusion. As systems get more complex and require more numbers to be tracked, players must remember to update more counters and the cognitive load on the players increases. How quickly these costs rise is determined by what we might think of as the ‘bookkeeping efficiency’ of a game. Bookkeeping efficiency measures how much systems complexity or how many interesting decisions a game is able to include for a fixed cost of bookkeeping.

On one extreme side of the spectrum are games like Sorry! and Candy Land. Targeted at young children, these games attempt to minimize bookkeeping and complexity more generally. However, they achieve this simplicity by nearly eliminating decision making altogether. From a certain perspective these games consist solely of bookkeeping. Their designs are highly bookkeeping inefficient so in order to remain simple they are forced to eliminate all but the most rudimentary gameplay.

Good design, on the other hand, increases bookkeeping efficiency leading to higher complexity games that are still playable. For example, take Carcassonne. An icon of the New German Board Game movement, Carcassonne is a tile-placement game with a medieval theme. Players construct a landscape by connecting terrain tiles to a growing board, scoring points based on the roads, churches, and cities they create. Bookkeeping in Carcassonne is very light, consisting solely of a scoring track players advance when they complete features of the landscape and take credit for them. The interplay between collaborative and competitive dynamics and the way tiles are released when features are scored leads to surprisingly deep
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1 Sorry!, Paul T. Haskell, Jr. and William Henry Storey. Basic Fun, Inc. 1929
2 Candy Land, Eleanor Abbott. Hasbro. 1949
3 Carcassonne, Klaus-Jürgen Wrede. Hans im Glück Verlags-GmbH. 2000
gameplay given the quite light cognitive load the game’s minimal bookkeeping places on players.

An even more extreme example of bookkeeping efficiency is chess. Chess is almost entirely bookkeeping free. Only subtle edge case rules such as castling are not completely revealed simply by looking at the board. There is a near perfect isomorphism between game state and game ‘interface’. And, obviously, chess is a very deep game yielding evolving strategies that have kept people interested for millennia.

On the complex end of the spectrum, there are also many games that achieve high systems complexity and rich decision making but at the cost of extraordinary amounts of bookkeeping. No genre of game more fits this description than tabletop war gaming. For example, Fire in the East\(^1\), a war game about World War Two’s eastern front includes over 2500 individual counters, six large maps, extensive rulebooks covering everything from Soviet and German rail gauge to weather effects. While games like these have their adherents, their audience will always be strictly limited in size by the intensity of bookkeeping effort required to play them. The sheer time and effort needed to play even a single session these games (let alone learn them) is enough to keep away all but the most devoted players.

If you are tempted to dismiss this problem as only affecting niche hobby games, remember that Risk\(^2\) is a widely-played game that is famous for the high toll in bookkeeping that it imposes on players.\(^3\) And many of the more ambitious of the New German Board Games that have gained such popularity amongst board game devotees are on the complex side of the spectrum.

While good design can improve the bookkeeping efficiency of a game there are limits to the amount of simplification it can achieve and the kinds of systems it can improve. Hybrid digital-physical tabletop games have the potential to increase bookkeeping efficiency even further, beyond what is possible in analog design no matter how clever. Many of the operations typically involved in bookkeeping are also the bread and butter of digital systems: counting things, adding and subtracting numbers, remembering results, etc. By relieving human players of some of this effort hybrid games can enable higher systems complexity and more interesting decisions while remaining at enjoyable levels of bookkeeping effort.

\(^1\) Fire in the East, John Astell, Rich Banner, and Frank Chadwick. GDW Games. 1984

\(^2\) Risk, Albert Lamorisse. Parker Brothers. 1957

\(^3\) When I was young, my parents played in a long-running Risk game with a group of friends. After months of one continued game, the woman storing the board between sessions accidentally bumped, it disrupting the pieces. In an ensuing fit of rage she hurled the pieces to the ground, vacuumed them up, and threw out the board. She could not face the prospect of having to reproduce all of that lost bookkeeping effort a second time.
While we have thus far been considering bookkeeping as a cost, there are also advantages to bookkeeping in that it holds players’ attention and keeps them as active participants by requiring them to take a constant series of actions to keep the game moving. Further, while social interaction is the heart of tabletop gaming, without any alternative activity the sustained high-intensity social interaction of party games like Werewolf can be exhausting and stressful for players. Physical bookkeeping provides an alternative attentional focus that can moderate this situation.

Digital games have no direct equivalent of bookkeeping. They typically use the power of computation to invisibly track all but the information most essential for player interaction.

In this chapter, I will explore how bookkeeping works in Sneak. I will look at the bookkeeping tasks from which Sneak saves its players, those I chose to impose on them, and the logic I used to distinguish the two. Specifically, I will argue that game systems that are particularly important for the player to internalize should be the last turned over to digital systems because that would remove them from the players’ attention and deny them the ability to inhabit those systems.

I will also describe a prototype for a system that I wanted to add to Sneak — that was, in fact, a major part of Sneak’s design as I first imagined it — but that I was forced to discard because the bookkeeping cost it imposed on players was simply too great.

### 7.1 Designing For and Against Bookkeeping

There are many different ways a hybrid digital tabletop game can encourage, support, or eliminate, bookkeeping. These approaches offer players a range of levels of support in keeping track of in-game information and impose on them complementary quantities of cognitive load. On one end of the spectrum, the game’s digital interface can completely ignore a game system, leaving the player to note and recall the relevant information themselves. On the opposite extreme, the game can perform a complete analysis of the information available to the player and present them with conclusions about the appropriate action to take in response. Between these two extremes lies a gradient of intermediary options. The game can record information that was available to the player in a log to relieve them of the cognitive load and working memory costs of retaining it. It can perform analysis of the current state of the game to summarize the costs of move options available to the player to relieve them of having to perform the calculation themselves. The game’s interface can highlight the most important current information to aid players in the critical task of discerning it and to help them focus their
attention. Each of these techniques, and many others, can be applied to one or more of the game’s systems. The more of them the game uses, the lighter the overall bookkeeping cost imposed on the player, the lower the cognitive load they will experience, and the less attention they will spend on the game’s systems. By using these tools asymmetrically across the games different systems, designers of hybrid tabletop games can focus the player’s attentions on the game’s most important systems.

In Sneak, there are two general categories of information that players might want to track: factual information about which NPC has the plans and social information about which character they suspect their opponent controls. These two types of information play very different roles in the game and, as I have iterated Sneak’s design in response to playtesting, I have discovered that they each need a distinct bookkeeping design commensurate with that role.

Inter-player fears and suspicions are at the heart of the emotional and social experience of playing Sneak. Building theories about their opponent’s identity, fearing that their moves will reveal their own identity, eliminating suspects as NPCs — these actions focus players on their opponent and drive them towards the game’s primary dynamics and most effective emotional experiences.

In order to put these social systems at the center of the game’s design, I have used bookkeeping elimination techniques more heavily on Sneak’s non-social elements such as NPC pathfinding and information about the possession of the plans. I have been careful to avoid relieving players of the responsibility of figuring out their opponent’s identity. Ironically, because this task is so central to the game, it is the one whose bookkeeping is least supported by the game’s interface.

The first example of computation to reduce bookkeeping costs is so pervasive in the game it can be hard to see: NPC pathfinding. In chapter four, I explained the NPC pathfinding algorithm in some detail. Since that system’s implementation is drawn from existing software approaches it might be counterintuitive to imagine it as something that could be executed by players. But, it is possible to imagine a version of Sneak that requires players to perform the pathfinding calculations while still retaining its other mechanics. Imagine a purely analog version of Sneak that still retained the same mechanics and movement logic for its NPCs. Such a hypothetical game would require a non-playing moderator who secretly rolled random destinations for the NPCs and then performed painstaking calculations to ensure that NPCs followed consistent pathfinding logic while moving towards those destinations. The moderator would also have to receive moves from players in some format and shuffle them into
the calculated NPC movements in order to keep player identities secret. Having essentially
played the role of that moderator in the earliest prototypes of Sneak before the digital systems
were fully in place, I can report that it is a painstaking and boring task and that having it
performed by a human radically slows down play.

Since Sneak is not a game that is primarily about the logic of pathfinding, eliminating all of
this bookkeeping from player consciousness by turning it over to the game’s digital systems is
clearly the right design decision. However, that does not mean that the game should do
everything it can to remove from players the need to think about NPC movement.

From the earliest playtests of Sneak, it was clear that trying to remember the sequences of
moves made by characters was a difficult task for players. Depending on how long each turn of
the game took, players reported that they could only remember moves from the previous one to
three rounds. In earlier chapters I have discussed the design decisions that effect this memory
task in some detail.¹

It would be easy for the game’s digital interface to significantly support this memory task.
The game’s software has a complete log of every move made by every character. It could
present players with movement tracks showing each square visited by each character
throughout the course of the entire game. I have chosen not to do this because it would remove
attention not from the game’s movement system, but from its social systems. A large part of
player strategy for figuring out the identity of their opponent is to closely track the movement of
all of the characters looking for clues as to which reveal signs of human control. While players
may not turn out to be very effective at this task² it plays a crucial role in focusing players
attention on their opponents actions and increasing their sensitivity to social cues.

My one concession to this difficulty has been to offer players an optional mechanic where, if
both players agree, they can chose to orient each figure on the board to face in the direction of
that character’s last move. This acts as a small aid to memory and lets players select a level of
difficulty for that aspect of game and giving them a mechanism to level the playing field of
working memory between them.

Another area where the game’s digital interface relieves the players of a significant
bookkeeping load is in tracking information they have learned from dialogs. On the dialog reveal
screen, Sneak presents players with the information they have gained this turn in the form of

¹See chapter four, The Perception of Randomness and chapter six, The Cost of Simulation.
²See chapter six for an analysis of their failures in this regard.
It would be possible for that to be the extent of the interface Sneak provided for tracking information about the plans. The game could leave players to keep track of this information themselves, a process for which they would almost certainly demand the ability to use pen and paper. Instead, Sneak keeps track of this information for players and shows it to them each turn when they visit this screen.

Initially, this information took the form of a list of text statements about the current state of the player’s knowledge: “Blue didn’t have the plans when you saw them five turns ago,” “Green didn’t have the plans last turn according to Red”, etc. However, in an early playtest a player actually missed information about the location of the plans because it was buried in a long list of sentences like these. This made the player appropriately frustrated. They reported that losing the game because they had simply failed to notice this felt arbitrary. To prevent this frustration, I converted the display of this information into a graphical format that makes it impossible for players to miss which candidates they’ve eliminated and which one they know to have the plans (Fig 7-1).

While it occupies a large portion of the game’s turn-by-turn mechanics, the chase for the plans is primarily a background against which the social interaction between the players can take place. It gives players a set of actions to take so that they can reveal themselves to their opponents in executing them. In a vast majority of the playtests conducted thus far, players win by shooting or poisoning their opponent rather than actually escaping to the exit with the plans. The game is not about defeating the map and the NPCs in order to retrieve the plans, it is about deceiving your opponents.

See Appendix A for playtesting notes.
Currently Sneak offers the players no systems to aid in keeping track of their suspicions about their opponents’ identity. However, there are two future changes to the game’s design I am currently considering that would change this fact. In section 6.2, Designing Social Dynamics with Hidden Information, I described a proposed additional mechanic called “bugging”. This mechanic would provide players with concrete information that would narrow down their opponents’ identity to a smaller list of characters. When I implement this mechanic, I intend to provide a supporting interface, parallel to that shown in Fig. 7-1, demonstrating to the players which suspects remain. While at first this might seem like reducing the bookkeeping burden in a system where we do want the player’s attention, I believe that this would not be the case. The goal of the proposed bugging mechanic is to reduce the list of suspect’s for the opposing player’s identity so that players can focus their social attention on their opponents’ interactions with the remaining suspects. Relieving them of the bookkeeping required to remember this list of suspects frees up cognitive resources for this social task.

I am less confident in the design of the second proposed social bookkeeping system. Currently the only information not available to the game’s digital systems is the players’ current suspicions about the identity of their opponents. If the game offered players an interface for tracking these suspicions it could capture that information and potentially use it in dynamically balancing the game. However, the playtest, described in detail in chapter six, where a player kept their own version of these notes on paper demonstrated that this kind of social bookkeeping has the danger of disrupting players’ social intuition by distracting them from paying careful attention to the social cues emitted by their opponents. So, while this system may be worth testing in future prototypes, it should be closely monitored for any deleterious effects it has on the effectiveness of players’ intuition.

7.2 Systems Limited By Bookkeeping Requirements

From my earliest conception of sneak, I imagined that the dialogs would be the intersection between the game’s informational systems and its social systems. In addition to being the mechanism by which knowledge about the plans spread amongst the game’s characters they would be performed as actual dialogs between players. My plan was that every time a dialog occurred between characters on the board, the app would provide lines to both players, which they would read. When one of the characters involved in the dialog actually belonged to one of
the players, then their opponent would actually be watching and speaking with them as they received important in-game information.

This imagined system was intended to force structured social interaction between players that would knock loose social cues. I hypothesized that receiving information during these dialogs would cause have to hide their reactions while their opponents watched closely to attempt to discern them.

Early in the design of Sneak I built a paper prototype of this dialog mechanic. I found inspiration for the content of the dialogs in the spy movie cliché of the pre-arranged code phrase. For example in the James Bond film, *From Russia With Love*, the spies meeting for the first time use the following code phrase to identify each other:

Agent A: Can I borrow a match?
Agent B: I use a lighter.
Agent A: That's better still.
Agent B: Until they go wrong.

One of the challenges facing the system was that it needed to communicate information about characters’ possession of the plans to one player only without the other players knowing even though the dialog would be conducted in public. To solve this problem, I came up with the idea of giving each player a category of code phrase, each consisting of a category of words, i.e. European cities, types of car, items of clothing, etc. Dialogs could include the listening player’s code phrase if the information they provided was true and elide it if their information was false. Players would receive their code phrase at the beginning of the game and keep it secret from the other players. So only they would be able to tell if what they were hearing was true.

To illustrate, here is an example dialog inspired by that exchange from the James Bond movie. For this example, say that red is receiving information from white and that they have been assigned the code phrase category “type of profession”:

**Red:** Can I borrow a match?
**White:** Sorry mate. I bought a box of lighters, but the black, white, and orange ones are all out of fuel.

---

Red: No worries. Any idea where I can find a light?
White: Well, the [type of profession] is a smoker. Maybe try them?

In this example white is telling red that black, white, and orange do not have the plans. Their final line in the dialog tells red that the information provided here is true. The inverse example would look like this:

Red: Can I borrow a match?
White: Sorry mate. I've got a nice orange lighter at home. If I'd planned ahead I would have brought it.
Red: No worries. Any idea where I can find a light?
White: Why not try quitting smoking? It's worse for you than eating a ton of [type of food].

In this version white tells red that orange has the plans. But their final line contains “type of food,” which is not red’s code phrase and so the information is false.

Both of these examples include the code phrase as an expression in brackets: “[type of profession]” or “[type of food]”. These are meant to act as placeholders. The player speaking that line is instructed to fill them in with a concrete example of the category: “policeman” or “banker” in the first example, “bananas” or “candy” in the second. This additional twist was meant to add challenge to the speaking player, asking them to do a little bit of improvisation as something to juggle while they tried to watch their opponent closely for any reaction.

I built a paper prototype of this system by writing the variations of dialogs on a series of index cards. I constructed a series of challenges where I would secretly tell one player their code phrase, pass out the complete cards for one conversation variation, and have the players conduct the dialog. After each dialog I would ask the other player to guess whether their opponent heard their true code phrase that time or not.

FIG 7-2 PLAYERS TRYING OUT THE FAILED PROTOTYPE OF SNEAK’S DIALOG SYSTEM.
I found that players could not reliably detect when their opponents had, in fact, heard the correct code phrase. This conversation system required them to divide their attention between their own lines and the other player’s reactions. This limited their ability to pick up on the social cues emitted by the other player, which were also quite slight since the listening player was themselves struggling to understand the communicated information rather than simply reacting to it. In order to react, the listening player would have to keep in their head the colors of characters that were mentioned, their own code phrase, and the category of the words spoken by their opponent. In order to judge their opponent’s reaction, the speaking player would have to keep in mind most of these same elements.

I even specifically told listening players not to worry about retaining the information contained in the messages. My plan had been to reproduce that information in the digital app so that players would not have to recall it. Even with this aspect of the burden removed from them, players were still overcome by the bookkeeping requirements necessary for this mechanic to be effective. The cognitive load of keeping all of that information straight rendered whatever social cues were present muted and unreadable.

Hence, I decided not to pursue this mechanic in Sneak. I think some version of this dialog mechanic, whether connected to Sneak’s other systems or as a standalone game of its own, might be interesting to pursue in the future. The attentional challenges and interaction patterns it offers seem promising as the platform for some kind of gameplay, but for now I could not find a way of using digital technology to achieve enough bookkeeping efficiency to make this mechanic viable.
9. Evaluation and Conclusion

As a medium, games are perhaps less complete in themselves as artifacts than any other. They require players to manipulate them in order to come to life. It is possibly more accurate to call what emerges during play “the game” than the mere equipment, the pieces and software, of which the game supposedly consists. And, amongst game genres, this is nowhere more true than in tabletop games that take social interaction between players as their primary material. In a real way, these games do not exist outside of the brief hours when people bring them to life by playing them.

Therefore game design makes continual playtesting a central part of its process. However, unlike a traditional scientific or engineering process, game design cannot simply propose a hypothesis, create an experiment to test it, record results, and then evaluate them to validate or reject the hypothesis. Play and fun are too subjective and contingent as aesthetic qualities to easily yield to reliable objective measure and games are systems of sufficient complexity and integration that controlled comparative changes are nearly impossible.

Some game designers have attempted to overcome these challenges through the vigorous application of methods from experimental psychology,¹ but most game designers have reconciled themselves to the insolubility of their task. In their landmark paper, “Build It to Understand It: Ludology Meets Narratology in Game Design Space,”² Michael Mateas and Andrew Stern argue that game design is a “wicked problem” in the sense first coined by Rittel and Weber.³ Wicked problems have no definitive problem statement, they lack a stopping rule, each variation of the problem is unique, and there is no ultimate test by which to judge a solution. In response to the wicked problem of game design, Mateas and Stern propose “a simultaneous process of research and artmaking” as a probe to improve understanding of open questions in the field. They suggest a process including the creation of new games along with careful playtesting to study the effects those games have on players. They specifically identify this approach as being most necessary when exploring new areas of game design (in their

---

¹ Mike Ambinder, Valve’s Approach to Playtesting. Game Developer’s Conference. 2009.
case, interactive dramas): “As a wicked problem, only by actually trying to build an interactive drama could we have ever identified this design region.”

This is exactly the methodology I have adopted for this thesis. As a nascent design space with few examples to study, the only way I could explore the design region of hybrid digital-physical tabletop games was to create such a game, playtest it extensively, and document the conceptual territory that I discovered in this new region. That is exactly what I have tried to present over the previous five chapters with both the description of Sneak and the four questions of my design framework.

As mentioned, Sneak was regularly playtested throughout its development. In addition to the usual reasons for playtesting a game, Sneak’s playtests acted as the raw material for the design discussion presented throughout this thesis. While these playtests are not a scientific evaluation of Sneak, they acted as a vehicle to improve the game with each iteration, and hopefully they also provide the reader with a glimpse into how players react to hybrid tabletop games and the kinds of specific problems those types of games pose for designers.

There is one additional axis for evaluation that is theoretically possible with this thesis. Beyond Sneak itself, this thesis’s major product is the design framework presented in these pages. Now that I have articulated this framework, it can be shared with other practitioners working in the space of hybrid tabletop games and evaluated by the degree of usefulness it provides to them. Unfortunately, such an evaluation was not possible until the initial project, presented here, of discovering and articulating it in the first place was completed.

That next project begins now.
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Appendix A - Selected Playtesting Notes

Notes from a playtesting session held on March 9, 2015

First playtest with random strangers recruited from the MIT student body (by my UROP, Ari). And it was actually surprisingly successful!

In the first game, about eight turns in, one of the players suddenly got really convinced he knew which character the other player was. “Oh, you’re orange!” he announced after a movement phase. He proceeded to move his character onto a gun and kill orange. But he was wrong. His opponent wasn’t orange. His opponent was white and he had the plans and was a few squares away from exiting. He proceeded onto the exit winning the game before the first player could get anywhere near a second gun.

In the debrief afterwards, I learned a lot of interesting things from the players. For example they had some sense of the NPC movement patterns, but had also not quite figured it out yet. One of them thought, for example, that the NPCs always moved in straight or diagonal lines, like the Queen in chess.

The first game lasted about 20 minutes and the conversation afterwards at least that long. The playtest had started kind of late so I was starting to thank them and let them go when they asked if they could play again. Of course, I obliged.

The second game went very differently. Seemingly spooked by the gun shot from the first game, both players were much more circumspect about how much information they gave away about themselves and how much they felt like they could deduce about the other player’s identity. This lead to a much slower, more conservative game, particularly after the NPCs started reaching their destinations and moving less about 5 turns in. One player went to ground, holding for a large number of turns to not stand out. The other player assumed that an NPC would be the only one to move and therefore decided to move around a lot to look like an NPC!

After a few turns, that second player had a lot of information, but hadn’t yet found the plans. As more NPCs start to move, the first player (now far behind on information) moved for the first time in awhile and pretty quickly stumbled onto the plans. At that point it seemed like he had a

---

clear shot to get to the exit and win. However, he was moving away from the exit at the time he got the plans so he kept going for a turn or two in order to maintain NPC realism.

That path lead him to collide with the second player. I’d told them at the start that if they ended up on the same square with another character who had the plans, but didn’t give them over then that was definitely the other player. But the second player didn’t react after that conversation. I realized he’d probably missed the information about the plans in his very long list of info. So I slipped him a note reminding him of that rule. On the next turn he checked his info, realized what had happened, and a few turns later he was on a gun and had killed the first player, winning the game.

In the debrief conversation afterwards, I confirmed that player two hadn’t seen the information about the plans. He said he felt pressure not to look at that screen for too long so as to not give away to the other player how much information he had. I’ve known for awhile that info view would need to improve and I came out of this playtest with some specific ideas for how to achieve that.

At this point, I asked them again about how they thought the NPCs moved. This time they had it almost completely right. And they both complained that this time they’d felt constrained by the NPC movement in how they chose their own moves. So more variation in NPC movement (both between NPCs and even within NPCs across time) seems like a good idea now.

In many ways the results of this playtest were lucky and specific to some of the eccentricities of these players. Being extremely careful engineers, they never once came close to screwing up the process of moving the pieces on the board and things never got out of sync between the computer and the board (it looks like I’ve now truly thoroughly squashed the bugs that were causing that on the game’s side). That is definitely not something I could expect of your typical distracted player. Some definite design time needs to go into something like a “checksum” for board positions, a way for the game to double check that everything is where it should be.

The players also expressed some concern about the fairness of the game due to the random nature of where the plans are, who runs into them, etc. But, without my even prompting, they discussed how the different outcomes of their two games showed that while any one game might give a particular player the plans, that wasn’t even necessarily a good thing to get, and the random elements meant that neither of them could really think of a dominant strategy that would always work. Classic roguelike dynamics.

All-in-all a very encouraging playtest.
Notes from a playtesting session held on March 22, 2015

Did another playtest last Friday. Ran two full games with two different sets of people.
In both games, players won by figuring out who their opponent was and shoot them rather than by finding the plans.

In discussing our observations, Ari and I came up with ideas for a couple of new mechanics we were excited about:

- Poisoning When a player is on the same square as another character they can choose to poison them, causing that character do die after 1-5 turns (at their player’s choice). This gives players a way to take a chance and kill a character without giving away their identity. But it is still highly risky as they have to actually occupy the same square as their target which means they might have to chase them around and will definitely share their information. This would be a one-time action per game for each player.

- Informants Once per game, a player can turn another character into their informant. The player has to be on the same square as the other character to make them their informant. After that point, each piece of information the other character learns also is transferred to the player. If a player has a dialogue with a character that is an informant for another player, they discover that this is the case and are shown a list of every character the informant has talked with (one of whom must be the player).

- Meetings A certain random moments, the game will decide that a subset of NPCs are going to have a meeting. They will all be assigned the same square as a destination and they will all head there and wait until all meeting participants have arrived. This will rapidly increase the spread of information. The idea is to use this as a way to programmatically accelerate the game when players aren’t gather enough information on their own. Meetings will be triggered under circumstances where players don’t have enough information after a certain number of turns have passed. This will give the NPCs interesting behavior as well as taking advantage of the unique affordances of a digital game in order to create more interesting game dynamics.
Notes from a Playtest Session Held on March 23, 2015

Another playtest yesterday with the generated board and the new poisoning mechanic. This was a fascinating one because one of the players (player 2) took a more analytical approach than I’ve seen any player attempt before. At the start of the game, she asked if it was ok if she took notes. I said it was fine as long as her opponent didn’t object. On each turn, she wrote down her observations and conclusions about which character her opponent was controlling (see the image above and the flip side of the paper here). This significantly slowed down the pace of the game making this the longest single playthrough yet (about 75 mins).

Fascinatingly, player 2 actually reached incorrect conclusions about their opponents identity using this method. In fact, unlike every other previous playtest participant, none of the candidates to which she narrowed the field were actually the other player (every other player I’ve seen play the game can eventually name two or three candidates for who the other player was and the right answer has always been included in their candidates).

When the game started player 2 ended up in a location closer to more other characters than player 1 and gained more information. But because of the slower pace of play, the starting position of the players, and the board layout, the “first act” of the game, during which no one knows the location of the plans, lasted longer than usual. Too long. Players become somewhat frustrated during this phase. But, eventually, all the characters converged in the bottom right of the board, an area near the exit, a gun, and the one door on the board connecting the indoor space to the outdoor space.

Player 2 seemed to be in a dominant position. But then after about 10 rounds, when all the characters in the game converged on the same general area (see this photo; yellow is Player 2, black is player 1, and green has the plans) player 1 learned a lot very quickly. Player 2 discovered who had the plans and it happened to be her leading candidate for player 1’s character. She thus despaired of winning. She decided to poison a character on her square out of desperation. When that character died it spooked player 1. Player 1 had narrowed player 2’s identity down to 2 characters. They decided to move to a gun and shoot. They guessed right and won the game. They said that if the poisoning hadn’t happened they would have poisoned instead and the character sharing their square was their other (incorrect) candidate for player 2.

Transcriptions of my notes appear below:

* Player 2 thought the outdoor squares on the blueprint were not accessible to characters. Suggested using grass instead of lines to indicate outdoor squares.
* Board setup took around 3 minutes, completing almost exactly when the opening theme music ended.

* Players missed the player number in the pass interface. Had to look closely to understand that screen. They also didn’t remember their own player number and were a bit confused when it was referred to in that phase.

* After the first turn, the move instructions sound didn’t play back This was a bug in the InstructionPlayer. I subbed in and read the instructions since it’s my voice in the app anyway.

* Player 2 is keeping extensive notes on which characters she thinks might be human-controlled. (give an interface for this?)

* Player 2 had a theory that green was the opponent, when they learned green had the plans they despaired at winning because green was closer to the exit. But they were actually wrong. Green was an NPC.

* Player 2’s theory came from the way green moved towards the exit early.

* Player 2 poisoned one the characters on their square

* Player 2 realized that green wasn’t an player since they went past the exit

* Player 1 just missed getting the plans by one square, passing green on the move.

* Player 1 just got a ton of information about who has the plans

* Player 1 was shocked by the poisoning death

* Player 1 asked if guns can be fired more than once

* Player 1 shot and killed Player 2, winning the game

* Player 1 explained that they had narrowed the suspects down to two for the other player. One correct guess and one additional character. If player 2 hadn’t poisoned gray, player 1 would have used their poison on their other candidate instead of shooting. But the poisoning spooked them so they decided to fire.

* Player 1 said that after not getting much information early on due to where their character started they decided to closely watch where Player 2 looked at the board in order to try to get a sense of who they might be. “I’ll just watch where she’s looking.”

* Player 2 was frustrated that they couldn’t deduce the identity of the other player. In going over her logic, she made some leaps and assumptions beyond the information she actually had (mainly based on assumptions about how an NPC would move) which were what lead to her false conclusions.